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First Weekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership

Princeton, Caldwell Coup* Kentuck

Now that Dade Park races
are over, here's a tip on a
sure thing—two bucks will
bring you The Leader in
Caldwell county for 52 weeks.
It's $2.50 in the state and $3
elsewhere. And if you're already a subscriber, and the
label on your paper reads
"Sept. 51", there's no chance
to lose if you'll renew right
;iwa y

Owned By B. B. Boaz

Kiwanis Club Sponsors

Event Scheduled For
Black shank, is new plant disease to this locality, has been Saturday, October 20;
found on the B. B. Boaz farm
in the Cobb community, R. A. Ma- Prizes To Be Awarded
bry, county agent, announced
A Western Kentucky Band
this week.
Festival will be held here Satur„and in u. district West
FFA Beef
The disease, which is caused by day, October 20, with six visiting
Saa• will be held at
a fungus that lives in the soil bands from this section of the
and spreads rapidly by water, is state participating in the event,
,eton St,e1; Yards. Satmore
also spread from field to field by it is announced.
a pain!, 29, with
oaly, expected to be
infected soil sticking to tools and
Bands from Mayfield, Murray,
.7011t,on, according to
machinery and on the feet of men Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
uncement by the show
and animals, the county agent Trigg county have accepted inviwarned.
tations sent out by the Princeton
,,onnil:ttee this week.
the show, which is
Black shank fungus, according Kiwanis Club, the organization
• • give 4-11 and FFA
to Mabry, attacks the roots and sponsoring the festival. Another
to ex- Team Loses Its First
spreads up the stalk, band is expected to participate,
gradually
• an opportunity
Butler
the
the group pictured above,
Game To Madisonville
asula of their work in
Escorted by city, state police cars and the fire truck,
black. The pith is sep- but its name will not be announcit
turning
Monday night carrying top honors awarded the organ....jig and care of calves, By One-Point Margin
High School Band, arrived back in Princeton
arated into black discs which ed until later, it was said.
awarded
was
Bryant,
V.
K.
of
direction
the
under
band,
Calloizaaion at the State Fair at Louisville. The
soon decay. The fungus produces
Plans call for the awarding of
.,ably extend from
winner r t h rClass
bajnuddsg edin first pla ew
being
r en
In Last Few Minutes
necaosfhs feov
oin
elue irribboBnotalenrd
o,f afbb
inisgiocnup
d dlodviv
a gBoaln
B
a toxin that causes the plant to trophies to the band judged the
“nty to Henderson county,
for
competing
division
the
was one
Butler High School Tigers will
of the committee said.
wilt rapidly and turn yellow.
best in music ability, marching
and playing ability. Persons and organizations
reserve meet Franklin-Simpson away
awards. They were judged on their marching
known and formations. A trophy also
is
no
there
a champion and
Although
j
were
Louisville
from
and
to
traveling expenses
se- from home Friday, September 21,
who contributed money to pay the local Band's
71 animals are to be
remedy to cope with the fungus, will bex awarded to the runner-up
B. L. Keeney, American Legion, Eagles, Odd Fellows
the Elks, B&PW, V. F. W., Rotary Club, Dr,
,nd the different classes with a changed line-up after losI the sowing of infested fields to with medals to be presented to
anbe
.
ing by one point, 27-26, the game
ammal.4 are to
and Walter Berger, of Evansville
grass for several years will re- the first three placing bands and
with Madisonville last Friday
-; later. it was said.
duce the amount of fungus in the to the twirlers.
faln the Caldwell county night.
soil and keep.it from spreading
The twirlers are scheduled to
Four Elected Stewards
.on who have entered
rapidly to other fields, Mr. Ma- enter a preliminary contest at 3
Coach John Hackett said the
the show include Flat- tentative line-up fur the next At Methodist Church
bay stated.
p. m. on the day of the festival.
.•H Club, Robert Clift, 1 game is: Wayne Salyers, left
Members of the quarterly con"If infested fields are left in The bands are to arrive at 4 p. m.
Marsh Clift, 1 calf; But- end; Billy Martin, left tackle; ference of Ogden Memorial
grass for about four years, usual- and to parade from Butler High
School
William W. Jones, 3 Bob Davis, left guard; Troy Wil- Methodist Church nominated and
Members Give Library
ly one crop can be grown with School to East Side Grade
Club
- Bettie Sue Jones, 5 cadves, helm, center; J. W. DeBoe, elected John Aikins, Roy Towery,
Nucleus
relatively little loss, but a second at 4:30 p. m. The Kiwanis
As
Books
Four
. Harralson III, 2 calves, right guard; Bubs Harralson, James Wallace and Mrs. J. J.
be a complete failure," will feed the visitors at the Grade
may
crop
Shelf
For Garden Book
School at 5:30 p. m. The bands
• Mitchell, 3 calves, Char- right tackle; Jim Williamson, Rosenthal to the church's Board
he said.
at
-ran. 1 calf, and Charles right end; Robert Franklin, of Stewards Sunday in services
Princeton Rose and Garden
"Under present conditions, the and twirlers are to assemble
Fredonia 4-H quarterback, with Ronnie Ladd observing the end of the Church
p. m. for
1
Club members re-elected Mrs. best the tobacco grower can do is the Butler stadium at 7
Phelps, 1 calf and or Robert Williamson at one year, September 16, Dr. J. J. Rosof the main event, after which
Henry Sevison president at a to try to slow up the spread
\skew, 1 calf; Cobb Club, half and Martin Robertson at enthal was elected a new trustee.
they will come together and play
little
as
growing
by
disease
the
meeting of the club Thursday art
Michell, 1 calf; and Cri- the other half, and Billy Traylor, The morning service was deditobacco in bottom lands as pos- several pieces, it was said.
the George Coon Library.
a. Bill Clift, 1 calf.
fullback.
The Butler Band will particisible a n d by planting infested
cated to Mrs. Jeddie Pickering,
Others elected to office were fields to grass. Care should be pate in the festival but will not
.gh the work of local
Princeton lost the battle with who has served as church treasr.d the caotieration of lo- Madisonville by a place kick in urer for the past 20 years, accordMrs. A. P. Cook, vice-president; taken to keep from carrying the I be eligible for awards since it
Out-of-state
-awe,: and businesses, the last minute of play. Calvin ing to Rev. Joe Callender, pastor.
Mrs. Allison Akin, secretary, and fungus from one field to another," will be the host.
prospec-ts for an excel- W ails, Madisonville halfback, Mrs. Pickering also was present.
will be judges.
concluded
ersons
he
treasurer.
t,
Engelhard
Mrs. C. F.
., and sale this year," a scored the touchdown that tied ed a base rocker and hassock by
A five-man committee has been
Also at the meeting, the club designated by the county agent
aanmittee stated. the game at 26-26 and kicked the Thomas Lacy, retiring chairman
8 Men To Be Inducted
presented the library with four to handle information on the funextra point.
of the official board, the pastor
26
books on Rose Culture and The gus and to help search for fur- Wednesday, Sept.
Madisonville's winning play was said.
'ool Pupils Urged
received orders
have
men
Eight
in
existence
its
of
a
as
evidence
Trees
a 17-yard pass.
ther
of
Habits and Care
After the presentation to Mrs.
Donate Clothing
to report for induction into the
county.
Princeton, an 18-point favorHummel, retiring
nucleus of a Garden-Center book the
County Welfare ite, started the scoring with a Pickering, Dr.
of
Armed Forces on Wednesday,
composed
is
committee
The
superintendent, delivered
shelf. This shelf, Mrs. Sevison ex- Frank Burchett, Eddy Creek; W. September 26, according to an
is making a special 24-yard pass from Bob William- district
his last message and held his last
a, all school children of 50555 to his brother, Jim, in the
plained, will contain pamphlets, P. Crawford, Cobb; H. C. McCon- announcement from the office of
quarterly conference. Dr. Hum- and "Butler to contrib- first four minutes of play. Bob
magazines, catalbgues and books nell, Otter Pond; Willis Traylor, local Board No. 9.
being
is
,
explained
mel, it was
..i. clean, used clothing Of kicked the extra point.
Air on different garden and garden- Bethany, and Maxwell Morgan,
Fifth
Those called are Warren K.
Fredonia,
of
23,
Loyd,
F.
Charles
t
as
Lieutenan
served
First
retired after having
ar underprivileged clanWing
Route 3, Dawson Springs;
or
will
le.
Orange,
-Intercept
Farmersvil
Additions
Fighter
In the second quarter, Bob superintendent for 40 years.
4th
subjects.
the
with
related
pilot
Force F-86 Sabre-jet
' 'the county.
L. Faught, Marion; Joe
Schmid,
avai.A.
Norman
become
Herman
Col.
funds
by
as
Williamson hit Bill Martin with
Medal
Air
made
be
Rev. Callender said that the in Korea, is presented the
Route 3, Fredonia;
• mber of the committee a 28-yard pass for another scare.
presented
Francis,
E.
was
award
The
said.
Calif.
1-,ble, she
16 Admitted; 18 Are
has been completely reno- Wing Commander, of Arcadia,
that the clothing, such The extra point kick was blocked. church
James W. Cummins, 508 N. Jeffor specimens, arwho in recognition of Lt. Loyd's exemplary airmanship and tactical
ribbons
persons,
Blue
invited
and
vated
shirts. coats, shoes, unferson, Princeton; George D. Sisk,
missions deep rangements and collections veer Dismissed At Hospital
Madisonville then came back
not affiliated with another skill while flying 55 combat air patrols and escort
There were 16 persons admit- Route 1, Dawson Springs; Marion
and jeans be brought to with its first score, a seven yard are
ser- over enemy-held North Korea, often against repeated and deter- awarded to Mrs. A. M. Haraill
Methodist
to
ataend
chinch;
War
ncipa:'s office at each plunge by Walls, who added the
L. Tosh, Route 3, Fredonia;
father, Smith D. miniature garden featuring for- ted to the Caldwell County
mined attacks by Communist MIG-15 jets. His
iday extra point. Princeton came back vices.
Memorial Hospital and 18 dis- James C. Harris, 408 N. Cave,
not later than
flowering
and
buds
Fredonia.
rose
at
resides
mal
Loyd,
missed since last Thursday.
„mg, Sep:v:111)er 14, where with a Williamson-Franklin pass
Princeton, and Ray B. Davis,
shrubs; Mrs. Shell Smith, Paul
AUXILIARY TO MEET
RONNIE LANE IS ILL
Those admitted were Mrs. Dix- Route 3, Dawson Serrings.
aaltaa will pick it up.
stems;
inch
to lead 0-7.
36
with
roses
The American Legion Auxiliary Presbyterian Meeting
Ronnie Ray Lane, nine-year- Neyron
ie Satterfield, Mrs. Piceolla Lewis,
Ca:dwe'l County Welfare
A scoring play by Walls tied
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt, arrangeMrs. Bette Beck, Mr. Thomas
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Shelby
a a' ;tppreciate all ef- the game in the third quarter, will meet tonight at 7:15 at the Set At Hopkinsville
roses;
Glory
Butler FFA Members Go
Washington street. is ment of -Crimson
Brown, MTS. Virginia White, Mr
aa... : hildren and their then Princeton went ahead on a Legion Home. Mrs. Dorothy PryA delegation from the Prince- Lane; 706
Miss
and
Newsom
Fannie
Miss
home,
his
Mae
at
Bertie
Lonnie Vinson, Mrs.
To State Fair Friday
,perate in this run by Williamson, setting up or and Mrs. H. G. Averdick will ton Presbyterian churches plans ill of scarlet fever
specimen Rosy
an announcement Lillian Coleman,
Mabel Jennings, Mr. Three Butler Future Farmers
to
Mrs.
according
Rogers,
....e project for under- the winning play for Madisonal
promotion
and
rally
a
Dragbe hostesses. Reports will be giv- to attend
County Health Orchid Physostegia (False
Milton Thomas, Cadiz; Mrs. Etta will compete with approximately
' i!k n", the commit- ville.
nce for Presbyterian from the Caldwell
onhead); Mrs. Henry Sevison, McKnight, Mrs. Frances Prescott,
en from girl's state and state confere
t.
departmen
75 other Kentucky teams in the
n, Rev. Floyd Loat
Princeton's next opponent beat convention. Mrs. Huel Nuckols churches of Western Kentucky
specimen Peace rose and collec- Mr. H. F. Jordo n, Mrs. Mary
judging of dairy cattle Friday at
Marion 21-0 in Friday night's will show pictures of her recent Hopkinsville Sunday, September
tion of roses, and Dr. C. F. Engel- Frances Scott, Mrs. Ruth Adams,
COLLEGE
ENTER
TO
the State Fair. They are Garfield
16, it is announced.
specimen red dahlia. Mrs.
game.
trip to Alaska.
Mrs. Magdalene Wyatt and Miss Thomas, Earl Wood; and Winfred
Two names were omibted last hardt,
the
at
judge
Geiger,
nty Soldier Takes
Charles
Mitchell. Billy Jo Pierce was
Shirley Ann Joyce.
week from the list of students
RECEIVES TRANSFER
entered two modern line
ACCEPTS NEW POSITION
In Korean Battle
Grand Master Visits
returning to school. Jack T. Gian- event,
Those dismissed were Sara named alternate. The group will
with
son
Catlett,
Cpt. Robert Wayne
arrangements of foliage,
5.-'Mrs. Charlotte Rowland h as
Maxie, colored; Mrs. Doris Tins- • be accompanied by their instrucnini has returned to the UniverFreeman, of Fre- Local I. 0.0. F. Lodge
and accompanyRobert M. Catlett,
position of secretary of Mr. and Mrs.
Louisville Dental school flower accents
the
of
and infant, Mrs. Angelce Nich- tor, Jimmy Maddox.
accepted
ley
sity
•
;art in the CUTLodge,
of
Princeton
Members
..
Hopkinsville street, has been and LeRoy Hooks is entering his ing
ols
and infant, Robert P. Beliles,
Four-H members, who entered
Communist No, 50, I. 0. 0. F., held a called at the First Baptist Church. She
A letter was read from the oftransferred from Camp McCoy, freshman year at Austin Peay
town; Mrs. Marie New- the Fair this week were Joe
Jefferson
mountain meeting last week to receive fills a vacancy created by Mrs.
Wisconsin, to Aberdeen, Mary- State College, at Clarksville, fice of the district highway en- man, Mrs. Dixie Satterfield and Peters, James Mitchell and Jim!
it central Korea, Arther E. Pope, Grand Master of E. B. Whitsett who is teaching
gineer in Paducah expressing ap- infant, Mrs. Picoalla Lewis and my Harper. They participated in
land, where he will attend an Tenn.
,pnoancement re- the Grand Lodge of Kentucky, it at Butler High School.
•
preciation of the Rose and Gar- infant, Mrs. Bette Beck and in- the
Army Ordnance school.
dairy judging contest. Charweek.
is announced.
den Clubs concern over the clut- fant, Mrs. Virginia White.. Mr. les Drennan also attended and
OPEN
TO
ARTEN
SURGERY
KINDERG
OES
UNDERG
f the 7th Inby
highways
At the meeting, Mr. Pope held
'he
of
up
Lonnie Vinson, Mrs. Bertie Mac entered the state 4-H tractor
Mrs. Robert Hawkins and Mrs. tering
of three di- a school of instruction and helpMrs. C. H. Jaggers, Eddyville HOLINESS CH.URCH VISITOR
cans, bottles and miscellaneous Rogers, deceased, Mr. Milton driving contest, according to
The Rev. Pearl Champion, of Auta Ladd will conduct a kin-e new United ed the local organization plan a road, underwent surgery Sunday
said.
president
rubbish, the club
Thomas, Cadiz; and Mrs. Elaine James S. Boner, assistant county
the dergarten, beginning Monda y,
new program, it was said. Also morning at the Caldwell County Carbondale, Illinois, will visit
Also the letter instructed the loagent, who also attended the fair.
a, mated in the plans were discussed for an open War Memorial Hospital. Her con- Holiness Church, Sundary morn- September 17, in back of Ladd's cal maintenance foreman to re- Duncan.
According to a press report, WyBarber shop, it is announced.
ing and evening, September 16.
ted satisfactory.
ill, and drove to meeting and rally to be held in dition is !,
move and clean up all trash along
Jones & Son was judged to
lie
nian
Princeto
horder earlier in the near future.
our highways and to erect neces- Former
the champion Jack at the
have
now above the
The Grand Lodge of Odd Felsary 'no dumping" signs, Mrs. Dies At Chattanooga
Fair Tuesday.
ri-oman is an auto- lows in Kentucky will be held
Sevison stated. The law enforcefor
Frederick
Funeral services
i. Company E.
Oct. 8 through Oct. 10 at Ashment authorities have promised Daniel Rucker, 68, a native of
Ma and Mrs. Homer Patterson the club their help in enforcing a
Princeton Is Promised i%
land. The local lodge plans to
Mrs. John Barber and children] Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bruce
Princeton, and vice-president and
reunion over the law which forbids the practice of
send delegates, it was said.
oonta Enrollment
of St. Vincent, Ky., are visiting and Capt. James Bruce, of El had a family
of Allied Drug Two New Stop Lights
manager
general
the children and dumping trash along the highMr. and Mrs. Richard McKinney Paso, Texas, are visiting Dr. and weekend. All
Products Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., Two new stop lights have been
40 Pupils In Grades
present.
ways and carries a fine up to $100 who died Sunday of a throat in- assured this city by the State
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morris and Mrs. L. E. Nichols, Eddyville grandchildren were
Places
Bright
G.
Mrs.
New
0 Fredonia School
of
Wylie,
McCamy
Hunter
of
.
sister
a
is
for each offense, she concluded
daughter, Deborah, of Nashville, road. Mrs. Bruce
fection, were conducted Monday Highway department, Mayor
.ac of 40 pupils Second In Golf Tourney
Albany, is visiting his grandmothvisited Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Patmor Mrs. Nichols,
at his home. Burial was in a St. Clifton Hollowell announced this
WashWylie,
K.
. Guy Nichols,
Frank
Highland
Mrs.
Mrs. Wenn Height,
over the weekend.
Mrs. H. F. Marable and son, er,
ll
Louis cemetery.
Basketba
a
week.
Fredoni
.1r-p ed this week. avenue, placed second in an interington street.
Mr. Rucker was the son of the
The State has completed a surJimmy Adams, of Greenville, Ronnie, of Henderson, are visitPlay
said, is all in
Sponsor
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas George Team To
Rucker,
Pernecie
and
city two ball foursome golf tour- spent the weekend with Jimmy ing Mr. and Mrs. W. G. McConB.
D.
late
of traffic at the corner of
vey
new
lay''1
a,
:ides and a
A three act nielod,.ani
spent last Tuesday at Nashville,
held Sunday at Central Williams and Jimmy Owens and nell, Route 3.
the Scottsburg community. He Main and S. Jefferson and at the
of
nament
Baker, has
Tennessee, visiting Miss Doris seed Fever", will be presented at was educated in the city and Princeton Creamery eorner and
City, it is announced. Major attended the Princeton-MadisonGeorge B. Hubbard, Jr., and
Andrew 7-:30 p. m. Friday, September 14,
to teach a part of
county schools and after graduat- has found there is sufficient need
of Fort Campbell, ,was ville football game with them William Beasley Hubbard have George, a student at
White,
:n the fourth and
at Fredonia High School, it is ing from Lockyear Business ColJackson Business University.
Mrs. Bright's partner in the Friday night at Madisonville.
of a stop light at the two places,
Jackin
home
their
to
returned
be
will
n,
cast
The
.
Georgetow
announced
of
Hill,
Janie
MiSs
lege, Evansville, he taught school Mr. Hollowell said.
tourney. Other cities participatJoan and Jean Sims have re- son, Tenn., after visiting their
basketMiss
school
ha.- an average of
the
of
of
guest
members
weekend
in the county.
ing in the meet were Henderson, turned to their home in Atlanta, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Al- was a
lIi- room in the
ball team.
Joanne Watson.
After his marriage to Miss WilMadisonville, Hopkinsville, Ow- Ga., after a week's visit with lan G. Hubbard, W. Main.
the
Fiscal Court Passes
by
provided
be
Lexingwill
of
Music
Mrs. June Stanley,
personnel from Fort
lie Glover Hudson, of Atlanta, he
,i.ng to Mr. Nichols, the ensboro and
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemah Hopper ton, and Mrs. Georgia Long, of Barber Shop Band and pupils,'
Hitch Lot Restriction
to
Chattamoved
his
family
and
Campbell.
H. Mohon, Dawson road.
visited the J. B. Gills in Green- Earlington, were visitors of Mr. from both the high school and!
.ilding has been decoratA resolution forbidding the
nooga where he had lived for the
Air
Army
weekend.
the
on
the
Lee,
appear
0 and out and the gymover
will
ville
Pfc. Robert
and Mrs. A. P. Cook, Franklin grade school
parking of automobiles or trucks
past 23 years.'
ATTENDS CHURCH MEETING
fura
on
is
Nebr.,
chilhas been painted white on
pro -am.
Force, Omaha,
Mrs. Willard Mitchell and
street, this week.
Among the survivors are his on the north side part of the
The Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pasProceeds from the play will go wife, Mrs. Willey Rucker, two hitch-rack lot, near the Red
‘`,,le. New eqiiipment has
lough and visiting his mother, dren spent the weekend with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Louard Egbert
tor of the e'entral Presbyterian
ti the basket) all team for the
;tailed in the scienco deCliffie Lee, Princeton.
and Mrs. Richard McKinney. and children. Hopkinsville street, '
brothers, James Rucker, of Ar- Front store, was passed by the
Church, accompanied by L. C. Mrs.
and the library meets
Mrs. Floyd Loperfido and son, They left Monday for their new are moving to Huntsville, Alaba- 1.,-chase of equipment.
lington, Calif., and W. A. Rucker, Fiscal Court at a meeting here
Lisman are attending a joint
'dards set up by the State
Tommy, are to return today from home in Middlesboro.
ma.
of Riverside, Calif., two sisters, Tuesday. Use of that part of the
meeting of the Synod of Kentucand
aon of Colleges and Seca two-day visit with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Kirk Callender To Attend
Hugh Van Hoosier and son, BilMrs. Luther Hayes. of Friendship lot is for horses and wagons only,
ky of the Presbyterian Church
Greensnear
of
Lay,
Paducah,
he
of
Shrieve
grounds,
all
have
Schools. The
and son, Stephen,
community, and Mrs. Will H. it was said. The other part of the
ly, of Denver, Colorado,
and the Synod of Ken- Mrs.
Meeting
e
Louisvill
.re in excellent condition U. S. A.
night
Ky.
Friday
burg,
of Princeton, and several hitch-rack lot has been leased by
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Demp- are to arrive here
tucky of the Presbyterian Church
The Rev. Joe F. Callender, pas- Taylor,
Mesdames R. G. Morgan, Billy sey Williams in the county.
to spend a few days with her
the Aetna Oil Company, which
nieces and nephews.
U. S. this week at Danville, it is
Meth°.
Memorial
H.
Ogden
of
and
tor
McElroy
L.
J.
Billy
McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs.
plans to construct a service staand Mrs. Jerry Adams and parent s,
announced.
Mr.
Tues.
here
leave
will
Arnold's
Church,
dist
attended
')LIVER ON FURLOUGH
street.
F. Marable
tion on the location.
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of Louisville. were Groom, N. Harrison
children,
the
of
meeting
a
attend
Tavern,
to
day
Indiana
Hughey, son
.1 C. Oliver. son of Mr. and
ShOlk at the
Capt. Robert 0. Nash has been
ES MAJOR SURGERY Style
guests of Mrs. Adam' Staff Sgt. William
UNDERGO
it
weekend
Training,
l
Ministeria
of
Board
Van Oliver, South HarriTuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hughey,
Mrs Robert Gordon and Briggs
parents, Mr. and Mrs Major of
Mrs. Wilson Glen n, South
. The meeting will be transferred from Fort Henning to
et, is spending several
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley have
West Main street, stationed at is announced
Mrs. John Aikens and
and
Nash
Mrs.
Georgia.
Gordon,
Camp
ry.
street, underwent major
Quisenber
19,
r
Septembe
Harrison
y,
held Wednesda
a furlough with his parreturned from a visit with their
- Biloxi, Mississippi, spent the
spent Tuesday at Nashthe
Quisenber
daughters
Mrs.
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of
Mr.
Ann
morning
daughter
and
the
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Pat
Monday
Misses
Methodist
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surgery
accomFourth
Oliver haa been stationson in Atlanta. They were
Labor Day weekend with his at the
ville.
last
Memorial
Memphis
in
Jahn
War
Prince.
shopping
County
were
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Church, Louisville.
Fart Meade, Maryland, Caldwell
panied home by their grandson,
parents and sister, Carrie Ellen,
Her condition is reweek._
a_
s Induction into the Army Hospital.
Raw
ported satisfactory.
ring.
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AWARDED AIR MEDAL

leathers...port
contrast stitching!
els! Completely.
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Black Shank Found A West Kentucky
In Cobb Community Band Festival Is
No Recognized Cure For To
Be Held Here
Disease Found On Farm

WIN STATE FAIR CONTEST

Here's A Safe Bet

er Hundred Calves
cted To Be Put
Ex hibition Here
Stockyards
The

Number 11

_hursday, September 13, 1951

Rose, Garden Club
Officers Elected

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

jective. And, there would be another. A suicide attempt to smarh
Dutch ovens come
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and Paa
in
styli's; they either
ducah, Kentucky.
have two
l
bui
a
handle
or
handles,
for
Military tactics would call
one side handle for
balsa
'a diversionary feint at Louisville. They. are
usually 'Side
take
must
we
ill, ,
that
obvious
is
It
By J. S. EL
aluminum,
istainles:i
steel, is
international poliiron. A good Doha)
DICK OBERLIN .. an interest inYou
As a boy, I couldn't understand the world have always searched
oven I..
may not be very
tical affairs.
close -fitting cover.
why teachers made pets out of for what they call "a balance of
WHAS
Interested in your own governthose who brought big red ap- power." And n o w that Russia
For a pleasant supper
we
ment, either—but you emphatidishl
plea. After I was grown, one seems to have this in its favor,
bemuse you are large stuffed potators with
be,
the
should
why
understand
cally
readily
can
we
what
"That's
teacher confided:
na
sausages
(using
two sau,„4
Japan's
Massachusetts, by automobile. paying heavily to support It.
eat on during the long summer United Nations made
for each potato) and
Paris; France — East versus ton,
bake •
peace so easy and why we atSo, it is time we not only beYou may be baffled and con- hot oven for, ten
vacation."
West means more than just one
minutes or
e • •
tempt to coax her into our ferncome concerned about what hap- fused and misled—but it is wise til lightly
War.
browned and lieu
pens beyond our local communi- to find out everything possible through.
Any man in Kentucky who can ily of nations. However, similar
The peoples of the West—of
ourselves of what and soon. Your local community
combine politics, taxes and relig- conditions and fear of the Reds Europe and North and South ty, but inform
prepare our- today isn't Henderson or Shelby- ,Modern China has never p
ion in a campaign for the Gov- after 1919, caused us to become America—have more than War is happening, and
duced enough oil for
what could happen.
for
selves
its
ville or Barbourville or Bowling
ernorship and come out whole, easy on Germany and we became
with the East—with the sprawlneeds.
World
War,
of
second
hold,
a
in
could
engaged
in
city
future
a
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What
change
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Sturgeon fishing was
this state if he so desires. We with Germany the aggressor. I gantic China. We see the superfi- course, is the bombing of our inWahl.
Nor is it Kentucky. Nor the
might. Imagine a mass South. Nor the Midwest. Nor the ed in New England in lits,
dustrial
shall wait to see it Eugene Siler, hope this peace does not termiin
War
that
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to
nacording
the
such
catastrophe.
enemy
another
in
nate
an
National Geog
bombing attack by
Republican candidate for GoverUnited States.
Korea, Indonssia, Tibet. Scenes
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phic Society.
nor, really has a Nineveh on the
tion. It would almost certainly
Your local community today is
of violence. There is the seconPole.
Rainfall records were
When a circus comes to town,
Kentucky River.
come from over the North
not k
the world. And, the nations of the
dary war of threat and provaca• • •
For obvious military reasons, De- world are at a frightening cross- in Europe until the middle 1
the small tykes are not the only
tion in Yugoslavia, France, Italy
would be
Pittsburgh
and
An apology and several signs- ones who get a thrill. Mrs. Bud
troit
Florida, California, Lows,
roads.
and sometimes, in the United
tures ends an incident which McChesney, W. Main street, ad- States—also at peace conferences, primary targets, with Toledo and
and Texas, in that order,
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a
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to
here
booked
Youngstown
nation
shook this
mits that the circus
such as at San Francisco.
4a, Leader Classified Ad! the longest U. S ssasoasts•
is one phase of the ob- Try
This
few years back. Had the out- for September 19 has a special
There is still a third war which
come of the battle, which started thrill for her. It was on Septemwill be the decisive one.
with the attack on pearl Harbor bar 19, 1900, that she attended a probably
for men's minds, the
been reversed, I wonder to what circus here in Princeton and met The war
the West must win or
wretched state we would have the man who is now her husband. one which
is completely changed.
been reduced. Would Japan have The MeChesneys have now been civilization
In a little book written by
ever given us peace? Peoples of married 48 years.
Professor Frederick S. Dunn, di•
•
rector of the Yale Institute of In_
ternational Relations, e n t it I e d
Kentucky Folklore
''War and the Minds of Men", he
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Now that cooler weather is coining
every family man has heard
that
statements
short
two
remarks on
half the last couple of months.
More than once from his other
hot" and "hate getting dinner", us"kitchen
These statements,
males around the house are nearly
ually come about the time the
hunger. The children, too, add to
bent double from the pains of
"eat", between screams of agony.
the misery by gasping the word,
their Daddy thought as much
Then, Marna tells the children that if
take them all out to dinner.
would
he
should,
he
as
family
the
of
20 or 30 feet to the
Daddy, so weak he can hardly walk the
a heel of himself
make
than
out
eat
rather
would
he
car, decides
car and before
the
into
loads
family
whole
The
to the children.
eight or ten dollars to
near famine is overcome, the family eats up
kitchen at home.
keep Mother from cooking in that hot
or she just isn't
Mama, I contend has either pulled a fast one
In order to prove this,
the woman that women were 150 years ago.
used by women about the
I looked up the instructions for baking
are:
they
Here
1800.
year
Chestnut is
"Ovens should be heated with light dry wood.
not a
small;
up
split
be
must
It
pine.
substitute
best. You may
stick being left thicker than your wrist.
before it is
"The oven wood should be all ready the evening
In putting
wanted for baking, that the oven may be heated early.
there the draught
in the wood place it near the door of the oven (for
in a square pile, as
is strongest) and lay the .sticks across each other
children do when they play at building houses.
The
"Put in sufficient wood at once, for instance an armful.
\
Kindle
burning.
is
this
while
open
left
is
oven
the
door of
has been
the wood with some live coals and waste paper. After it
push
burning well for about a quarter of an hour, with a long stick
quicken it.
the fire back towards the center of the oven, and stir and
"When the t•oals look dull and whitish remove them from the
oven with a large shovel. Next, take a long stick to one end of
which is fastened a coarse wet cloth, and wipe out tile floor of
the oven. Then let it rest for about five minutes.
'To try the heat, throw in a piece of paper, and if it burns instantly, the oven is too hot. You must wait a little longer.
'The things to be baked should be ready for the oven when
the oven is hot. You must have a peel, or long-handled wooden
shovel to slip under them when you set them in or take them out.
As soon as they are in, shut closely the door of the oven.
"Pies and large loaf-cakes (except gingerbread which burns
easily) require a hotter oven than bread.
"It is best to bake the bread by itself. If the loaves contain a
quarter of a peck of flour each, they will require two hours at least
ta bake."
These should give you an idea of what women were once able
to do. Now, it seems that push-button cooking is too strenuous for
the modern housewife. Or, is it. I am afraid to say definitely fm—(The Editor)
!, too, am a spouse.

May We Have This Dance?
Local merchants who have been .fighting mad at government
price controls will be a little dizzy at the solution offered by one
bureaucrat to their problems.
WAVE's, Kentucky News Roundup, recently contained this
interesting paragraph:
. The price executive of the Kentucky OPS, Homer Lewis,
says that the keeping of detailed price-control records is working
a hardship on the state's small businessmen. Lewis thinks that a
profit ratio or fixed markup could be set. eliminating the need for
such records. He plans to hold businessmen's beef sessions, out of
which will come recommendations to Washington."
It was just last spring that the Supreme Court knocked out
standardization of prices on nationally-advertised goods—a nearcalamity in the eyes of small merchants who couldn't hope to coinPete with the chains.
So what was called wrong by the Supreme Court several months
ago becomes a possible solution, in the mind of one man at least,
to the unendurable red tape of price controls. The cycle is now
complete.
Shall we waltz around the floor once more, Willie?
—(Exchange)

Recently in discussing automobile taxes it was pointed out that
automobiles are now a necessity rather than a luxury. In the last
issue of- Automobrie Facts and Figures, it is pointed out that nine
out of 10 passenger cars in the United States are used each week for
the purpose of earning a living, shopping or both. The following
findings are the result of a survey of passenger car use:
During an average week 73 per cent of the nation's private
automobiles are used for traveling to and from jobs, conducting
business or doing work on the farm.
Shopping during the week puts 53 per cent of the cars to work.
A total of 22 million passenger cars are used each week for
earning a living and 16 million for shopping.
Some 27,500,000 persons in the United States use passenger
cars daily in earning a living.
Of all employed persons, 45 per cent use a passenger car in
connection with their work.
More than 28 per cent of adults living in households without
cars nevertheless ride in cars every day, and out of 9,400,000 such
pet-sons, 3,700,000 ride to work daily and 1,300,000 obtain rides for
shopping.
Fifty-five per cent of the cars ih use in 1950 were pre-war
models with the average age nearly eight years as compared with
five and one-half years in 1941. One million trucks in use were
14 or more Years old, with the average age seven years as compared
with five and one-half in 1941.
It might he added also that automobiles are paying higher
taxes than nearly any other commodity. If sales taxes, excise taxes,
gasoline taxes and all such revenue are included, the man who
drives an automobile also works hard for Uncle Sam at the same
time.
—(The Lexington Herald)

Little Chips

writes:
"It was more true in the 19th
than it is today that the
Century
how
D.
a showboat or ordinary packBy Gordon Wilson, Ph.
interest of men in polisustained
(Western State College)
et boat used to stir our pulses.
affairs varied inversely with
tical
The newspapers are full again While plowing down in a bend
the distance and that the average
with notices about THE SHOW
in the river, many a boy, like individual found it difficult to
BOAT, which has for so many
become concerned about anything
years been a part of American Maud Muller, saw the boat go by
that happened beyond his local
fiction and the moving picture and imagined worlds that he
community."
theater. And many of us find our- would never see. The people
By implication, Professor Dunn
selves reviewing the events of seemed rich and leisurely; the
home. Men still are not
hits
To play
the famous showboat that Edna fresh new paint glistened in the
concerned today with
mightily
Ferber did not so much create sunlight, the waves raced in geowhat happens outside their own
as record very faithfully, and we metric patterns to the shore and
little orbit, and this is frightening
catch ourselves whistling or hum- rose and fell long after the boat
There really is no way anyone
DRINK
ming the tunes that helped give had disappeared around the bend.
can escape the world.
Coke's
wind"
"second
Even more, the lighted boat, today
that
the novel new life when it was
For
It is only about fourteen hours
with maybe a piano being played
made into light opera.
from Louisville, Kentucky, to
really good and so welcome, too.
the
to
and
people
dancing
Now that it is out again, this aboard
Paris, France. That is within
time in technicolor, many of us, music, just about completed a the easy flying distance of countEverybody likes it.
even some of us who do not of- picture of luxury that would be less airplanes.
ten visit a picture show, will be hard to beat.
Or, look at it this way. It 1,
ST
SOMED UNDER AUTHOETT Of ThiS COCA-COtA COMPANY
After the waves died down or closer to France (and much closeager to see it as it is interpreted
the
in.
by the present cast. The show- the lights were quenched
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
er to Britain and Ireland) from
HOPKINSVILLE
0 1031, 114/ COCA-COLA COatim
boat, whether in a novel, a play, foliage along the banks, we stood Louisville by air than it is to
°Caltel.c. teogishored trode-avork
a silent movie, the talkies, or and gazed where the miracle had Denver, Colorado, or even Bostechnicolor, is still an attraction, been, longing to go far away on
one that shows how we still love some such miracle of whiteness
and dazzling lights. As I write
the romance of older times.
It is a deep regret of mine that this very article, the papers are
I did not attend more programs talking about the world-famous
given on showboats, just as I re- record of the Robert E. Lee from
gret not having been to more New Orleans to St. Louis.
circuses. Lack of money and a
The anniversary of the great
haunting fear that there was race finds few people living who
something wicked about it, be- were alive then, but it would be
cause it gave so much pleasure, hard to find a more thrilling subprobably account for my little ject for these oldsters. One of the
contact with showboats. But it, first colored post cards I can reapparently, was not wicked call having seen, and that was a
when the calliope played, an- long time ago, was of the two
nouncing the arrival of the boat. great boats as they passed Cairo,
I was some miles inland from Illinois. A few of the Lee Line
the Mississippi, away back in the boats were still running on the
first decade of this century, when Ohio and Mississippi when I first
a showboat was pulling in to a left Fidelity.
small town. After three meloI still thrill with the thought
dious blasts of the calliope, much of having seen one of them come
NEW YORKER NEWPORT
at •Ttr• cost to,h•rt •rmlable
Whit.
like the musical notes now heard in to the landing at Columbus.
when a radio program is chang- Kentucky, away back in 1907,
ing, the very air became musical with black smoke filling the
with "Over the Waves." I had whole atmosphere, just as Mark
known that great tune all my Twain said the boats had done
life and had heard it played by a more than a half century before
whole string band, not to mention my time. I even quit eating supsmaller editions of this old-time per and ran down to the levee
musical organization, such as a to see the GEORGIA LEE and
fiddle and a guitar. But not all wished I could have seen and
the fiddles and guitars could known her brothers and sisters.
equal the thrill of "Over the It was like looking upon a pagWaves" as it came through two eant of history, maybe the last
or t hree miles of intervening act or scene. Nothing is so much
space from the -big river itself.
a lost institution, not even the
THE GREAT CARUSO has old family nag, as the luxurious
caught that same tune again and steamboat of other days.
made it famous or, rather, conMany more tons of freight are
tinued its long-time fame. And hauled now by small diesel-enmany an oldster had strange gine towboats, but the picturesmemories as he heard "Over the queness is gone, gone with horseWaves" in its new, glamorous and-buggy days and the days
setting, not a farmhouse after when one had to go to a showsupper or a schoolhouse on some boat to see dramas that opened a
4. ORIFLOW RIDE CONTROL
1. 180 V-8 HORSEPOWER
autumn night.
great big world around a bigger
Chrysler's revolutionary new type shock
Even on non-premium grade fuel, built-in
Since electric lights have be- bend than even the showboat
come so commonplace, it would went when it left for other ro"Mechanical Octanes" enable the mighty
absorbers have over twice the power of
be hard to tell a young person mantic places.
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SAFETY

new Chrysler FirePower engioe to develop
the most power, give the quickest responsiveness in emergencies, of all modern passenger car engines!

2. POWER

STEERING

For the fist time in an American car,
Chrysler brings you Hydraguide* power
steering. Hydraulic power does four-fifths
of the work . . . gives your hand on the
wheel many times more steering control in
ruts, over bumps or soft shoulders!

Kentucky has any number of attractions to offer in its system
af parks and in addition to this they are gaining the reputation of
being restful to tired people who wish twget away to some quiet
place. Kentucky parks can offer these people the very thing for
which they are looking, and they are taking advantage of it. To
get away from the grind of every day business and spend a few
days or a week at some quiet secluded place is getting to be the
popular notion of a vacation. This is where these state parks fit
in and this accounts for the ever increasing number that visit these
parks.
Kentucky has always had such places in abundance, but it has
only been in recent years that a real attempt has been made to
develop them with proper preservation and accommodations. A
realistic approach to developing these park areas and advertising
them is now beginning to have its effect in a big way.
—(The Central Record)
0

att
It'your preacher preaches on an averagiof
end
mon a month it will be worth while to
three Sundays and sit through three dull sermons.
One good serman that strikes down a man's alley may change
his whole outlook on life, and no inconvenience is too great 1 it
—(Exchange)
will give one a new outiook on living.

De
cret
Guen•

refreshed

Kentucky's Park Areas

One Good Sermon Pays Off

,Se tember

Thursda , Se tember 13, 19

other types, to keep your car steady and
stable on rough roads. Driver and passengers sit comfortably as has never been possible in any car till now!

5. PLUS ADDED PROTECTION
of Safety Rim wheels.. , foam rubber Safety Cushion Dash . . . Safety Vision windows
all around . . Constant-speed Electric
Windshield wipers . . . Driver-con(roIled
Automatic Transmission,

ONLY A RIDE
3. POWER

BRAKING

Another Chrysler engineering "first" uses
power from the engine to apply the brakes
at the touch of your toe. Reduces pedal
pressure required for fast, smooth stops by
as much as two-thirds of that otherwise
needed!

YOU'LL" REST IN
PiEGES IF YOU INSIST

ON

CAN SHOW YOU WHAT
ONLY A CHRY,SLER GIVES!
DRIVE IT TODAY.
•Hydr•guide •eandard on Crown Imperial., optional •I
mtr• cost, as production permit( on Imperial, New Yorks.'
and Saratoga models

Hodge Motor Sales& Implement Co.
W. Main Street

Princeton, Ky.
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Be Happy Through 60
Is Aid-For-Aged Plan

der. There are big areas in which
(By Adelaide Kerr)
neither side has a man.
the need. Old age assistance avNew York—Thomas .Desmond's erages $45 a month. Social securYMI
The beginning of the guerrilla
neighbors call him a walking ity payments to single people avbuild-up goes back to 1949, when
model of "how to be happy after erage $26 a month.
some of Generalissimo Chiang
80."
"Many elderly people want to
Kai-shek's armies crosaed into
Now he is busy preaching what go on working, but can't get anyBurma and Indochina after Nahe practices.
body to hire them. Two years
tionalist collapse on the mainland.
As New York state senator he after they leave the payroll,
Some of the nationalist troops
fathered the first state plan in many die of heartbreak. Others
were interned in Indochina and
this country to prevent poverty, brood and fret until they sicken
moun- some eventually reached Formois
it
'because
good
sickness and heartache in old age or become senile. And many of
country controlled most- sa. Some joined the Shan state
and keep people well and flour- these end in state-supported hostribes in Burma. This was emtribal chiefs who hate the
ishing after 60. Other states are pitals for the chronically ill or
: bad because there barrassing to Burma, which recnow studying it as a possible so- mentally ill. Our study revealed
actoty supply line and ognized the Red regime at Peilution for a problem faced by that 25 per cent of the people in
the danger of bitter ping.
all and one of the most serious New York state mental hospitals
parthird
with
There
was
diSpUtes
one effort to wip
are 05 or more.
of the times.
out the Nationalist fugitives, b
"All this unhappiness is being
"Life
dues
not
have
to
be
misanti-Red Chin- it failed. It is almost impossibl
it offers the
ery after 60," says Sen. Desmond. bought at terrific cost. The parto
corner
a
fight
to
chance
refugee
real
force
in
tha
fast
"It can be good if you work, plan tial cost to the people of New
country—particularly when th
ahead, have some kind of crea- York state of the care of oldsters
force
is
aided
by
the
tribes.
Be
a be held and expanded?
tive h ob by and take care of every year is $601 million. No
sides,
Burma
had
more
pressin
chance, a slim, outside
health. It's best to start the pro- one knows what it costs the enproblems.
sely that. The odds are
gram early. But it's never too tire. country."
The border is not clearly deReds, yet if this guerrillate to start."
This is what the New York
is handled with skill fined. The Shan tribes are relat
A CROWN CHANGES HEADS: Miss Utah, Colleen Kay
Desmond started about 50 years state plan for oldsters proposes in
Hutchins,
ation it is possible for to the Miao and Lola tribes
the field of work:
newly acclaimed "Miss America of 1952" is crowned by
Yolande ago. He worked his way through
the Yunnan side. So, ethnicall
a through and turn the
Betbeze, "Miss America of 1951" at the finale of the annual
high school, Harvard and MassaStart a job-finding service for
and
paggeographically,
Communism.
you can' eant at
.nst Chinese
Atlantic City, N. J. The new "Miss America", of Salt Lake chusetts Institute of Technology, elderly people in every sizable
Nationalists on their tell where Burma ends and Chi
City, is 25 years old, five feet, ten inches tall, and weighs
143 labored on construction crews, town. Place an expert in every
na begins.
is:and stronghold report
pounds. (AP Wirephoto)
saved his money, established his local office of the State EmployOn
the
China
Mi
Li
Col.
by
led
side, the Mee
sillas
own engineering business, made ment Service to give oldsters
monists
tried
and
Lob
to
o
change
tribes
are
Yunthings.
one-third
of
MOUNTAINS
among
the
CONQUERED
:,htrol
a fortune, married the girl of his counselling and placement serIn tampering with tribal rule and
slice This probably is many minority groups with whic
Coleman, Alta. — (AP) — All choice, retired from business at vice. Let the two offices cooperthe Chinese Reds are trying t customs, the Reds got into a
41 and went ipto politics. For the ate. Maintain a full-time agency
peck of trouble. In more accessi- but one of the "Seven Sisters",
last 20 years he has been New in the State Labor Department to
as is claiming that part cope. The tribesmen are not Chin
in
the
foothills
ble
of
the
Canadian
areas
they
are trying to
which the Reds don't ese, strictly speaking, not des
do an educational and publicity
York state senator. ,
smooth
things over by granting Rockies, now have been climbed.
control The Communists cendants of the Hans.
job aimed at breaking down preFor
the
last
30
years
he
has
all sorts of concessions—exemp- The Sisters, bare and
Some of the chiefs are fro
jagged rock had a complete health
the useful, productitre
check-up judice against elderly workers.
to province—perhaps families that have ruled since th tions from land reform, from spires averaging 750 feet, were every year.
In the 'field of health .the plan
Today he is a bronzed
military
service
and
from
many
territory.
Ming
dynasty (1368 A. D.). In
se
tackled by two Swiss-born moun- vigorous 63 and one of the hard- proposes that both state and city
taxes.
sliver
of past they have been left more or
sertillas hold a
est working men in New York. He treallth depertmenits start diviThe tribes along the Burma taineers, Bruno Engler and Fritz
.!ir from the Burma bor- less to themselves, but the CO02
has several hobbies—b u t his sions and activities to fight the
border have been a little too fat Frey.
main love is an arboretum of 700 diseases of old age and teach
away. In their only reported
Before their attack, only "The
trees, shrubs and woody vines people how to be healthy in latbrush with the Communists, the Placid One" had been climbed. It
which brought him a flock of er years.
chiefs said no to the Red pro- took them three week-ends to degold medals.
Also the plan proposes that logram and the Communists were feat five more. Their most diffiAfter World War II, when Sen. cal organizations in every town
not in a position to impose it on cult climb was the main spire,
Desmond was studying unem- start a recreation program for
them.
"The Old Sister".
ployment problems, he discover- people over 80, with emphasis on
In 1950, Nationalist refugee
Engler, an Alberta government ed that thousands of people over creative
hobbies, and that the
soldiers, filtering back into Yun- photographer, said they had to 60 were having an
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 14-15
extremely state give them financial help.
nan, found the welcome mat out. inch their way up the last 120 rough time
because they were
#010mrilMS
PareOF wriSKAT
They reportedly were augmented feet using hand holds only. The jobless, poor,
rejected and ill. So
The British legation in Washby a group of ex-nationalist sol- descent was made with the help he instigated a
state study of their ington was raised to the rank of
diers who had been impressed of rappels, rope-offs, and the. problems and headed
the New embassy in 1893.
into the Red army and deserted. climbers swung through the air York State Joint
Legislative
The Pledge of Allegiance to,
Formosa decided the situation in 80-foot leaps.
Committee on Problems of the the flag was written by
Francis
had possibilities and sent Gen. Li,
They said they plan to come Aging, which developed the plan Bellamy in 1892.
formerly a Nationalist army back to climb the only spire that to benefit them. It urges that the
Water-filled tractor tires have '
group commander, to Burma. He they couldn't manage this time. state, cities, industry, labor and
was charged with consolidating It's No. 2—"T h e Witch"—with citizens groups join forces to help been found less efficient t h a n
the base, arranging a system of perpendicular sides and a bleak oldsters get jobs, improve their air-filled tires on sand and loam
soils.
supply if possible, and looking for overhang.
l
health and enjoy creative hobaW.4
outside help.
bies, in the belief that, if they
They regard the operation as a
‘e'rooN
receive these aids, thousands can
Li Mi contacted several Amerisecret deal that violates the neuremain well and self-supporting
cans in Hong Kong to get some
trality of at least two nations and
after 60.
commitment on arms aid. He got
Sunday & Monday, Sept. 16-17
risks war. If Formosa. feels disDesmond introduced bills covnone. He moved on to Indochina
posed to send important help,
SAYS
5)055 QUAIl' '
ering state action in the legisand Thailand. (Siam).
*OF THE GREATEST ACTION PICTURES RETURNS
how is it going to reach Li Mi?
lature and wrote mayors of 51)
What he managed to get is his Another costly airlift?
cities. He believes the plan could
secret. There have been reports
The financial drain of airlifts save New York tax payers milhe got aid from the United States
in 1949-50 is blamed by some ob- lions by cancelling much of the
and other western countries
servers with hastening the final present need for more expensive
through an independent trading
downfall of Chiang's army and services.
agent. It was reported also that
government on the mainland.
"We had better give attention
a pool of wealthy Chinese staked
Today there's a big difference. to this problem fast," says Sen.
him to equipment. None of the
The Reds have an air force them- Desmond. "In this country there
reports have been confirmed.
are 111
/
2 million people who are
How he receives supplies also selves now.
Chinese here who hold for de- 65 and over—and that is almost
is secret. It seems obvious that
someone in authority is looking velopment of a big resistance ; twice as many as there were 20
CARTOON & COMEDY
'fie other way to permit gun-run- movement don't fancy Li Mi as its , years ago. At the same time, life
•.Ing. The flow is not believed to leader. One former Nationalist is much harder for elderly peorues., Wed & Thurs., Sept. 18-19-20
ple than it used to be. More peogeneral commented:
s• very large.
"Li is too much of a Chiang ple live in cities in small apartThere are several former Na:. malist Chinese generals in man to ever cut loose in an inde- ments, where there is no room
.
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Hong Kong, who fled from the pendent command, take a firm, for grandparents.
MARA STAN WYCK
Communists in 1949 but refused bold leadership that would stim- "We loss people on the industo rejoin China's forces. Most ulate the unhappy people of Chi- trial scrap heap at 65 and then
tax ourselves for their support.
of them are experienced in guer- na to rush to his camp.
''He stands too much for what Two and three quarter million
rilla tactics.
and over are
Asked their evaluation of Li was licked in 1949. He is not the people who are 65
Mi and his guerrilla build-up, type of man to become a symbol drawing old age assistance today.
fINDELL COREY
I Hut the support is far short of
they said they were not hopeful. of free China on the march."
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They described his situation as
tactically good if he could keep
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supplies coming, but that sooner
or later his supply route would
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Keefer explained that to make
a turn properly a motorist should
slow down before entering the
curve and then accelerate slightly
as the vehicle rounds the curVe.
The driving power in the rear
wheels makes steering more effective and helps keep the vehicle under control.
The centigrade thermometer
was invented by Anders Celsius,
a Swede, in 1742.
Charlemagne first used the title, kaiser in BOO.
France began its conquest of
Cochin-China in 1661.
Loch Lomond is Scotland's
largest lake.
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FARMALL OWNERS
New ADDED Power
For Your

FARMALL II or M
New Lightweight Pistons Bring
You These Features
• More Drawbar Pull
• More Work From Your Fuel

SKYWAY
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

1111NE Ii
COCA-CCU COWAN

WATCH THOSE CURVES
Chicago —.(AP) — You may
find taking a turn on two wheels
very exhilerating, but you cam
kill yourself and others very easily by doing so. W. Dean Keefer,
director of safety engineering for
the Kemper insurance group, says
4 recent study in 20 states indicates that 11 per cent of the fatal
accidents occurred when a motor
vehicle left the road at a curve
and either overturned or struck
a fixed object, another vehicle or
a pedestrian.
"Many motorists who drive at
excessive speeds make the additional mistake of waiting until
they are on a curve before slowing down," he continued.

• Long Wear
• No Increase Of Engine Speed
•Installed By Factory Trained Mechanics
• Reasonable Prices
The Best in Tractor Overhauls

COLEMAN-DUNN CO
West Main St.

SEMI-ANNUAL P

Princeton, Ky.

NNEY DAY;
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CURTAIN
STRETCHER

2.88
Adjustable -- handles curtains up to 54" x 92". Rustresistant pins and hardware
Sturdy, kiln-dried lumber
Value!

WOMEN'S

SPECIAL PURCHASE
200 WOMEN'S
NEW FALL STYLE

DRIVE IT NOW:
New 1-20-horsapowar wonder corl

a power-packed thrill on any hill!
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anti-reflection screen eliminates up to 98%
roorn-light
directing
of glare by
reflections downward out of
your eyes.

MODEL 14T4

$169.95
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ing .
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PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
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3.77

Terrific Buys At
A Special Low
Price.

In Plain and Fancy Rayons.
/
2
Sizes 9 to 241

1.66

PINWALE
A REAL FIND
32 PIECE SILVER
PLATED DORAINE

SILVERWARE
And Its
Yours

6.44

LOOK! WHAT A BUY

CORDUROY
(30" Wide)

1.22
YD.

This is fine, 14 rib corduroy
in all the crisp, Fall colors
vou want, and at a low 1.22
yd. Perfect for slacks, skirts,
weskits!

1000 YDS. PLAIN
AND FANCY

PRINTS
it Per Inch
Buy Now And Save

GET THE PENNEY BUYING HABIT AND SAVE
Store Hours
4.111.1111.
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8:30 A. M. - 5:00 P. M.
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8:30 A. M. - 8:00 P. M.
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky sulted in increasing loss in ShelLOCAL "CIRCUS FANS" THE OPPORTUNITY OF
FORD
is
it
Yes,
around loess, hay and other tation to show that farmers and
When the seeding is too late
College of Agriculture and
Cover crops
by county the past few years, alas roughage crops, says Dr. R. F.
SEEING THE LARGEST AND FINEST CIRCUS EVER TO
to make a good growth before
grain storage men should watch
Home Economics
J
caused considerable infestation Elliott of the Dairy Section of
value to pre- cold
''''''''''" ''''''°"
VISIT THIS AREA.
closely for infestation.
weather, it would be desire.e an
,
"'"""'"'""
''''''''
'''''''''''
rains,
year.
this
by
soil
tainiage to the
the University of Kentucky Exble to seed a little small grain TOMATO BLIGHT—LAST CALL
They estimate that five to ten
In Graves county beef cattle are periment Station.
aatant th.i wing.
Some gardeners may have bealong with the grass legume mixper cent of all stored grain is
may be fur- ture in the waterways.
come tired of the tomato blight Increasing in numbers more rap,. "Year-round the dairyman ex- destroyed by pests.
the
to
due
cattle,
dairy
than
idly
cover of
good
a
keeping
The Clift Brothers have also story. But blight continues a
pects his cows to get 70 to 80
by
c-vegrtat,on on the land as constructed a half acre pond for threat, a growing threat in fact, labor shortage.
AFTERNO(Th .and NIGHT
per cent of their feed from pas- NEW HUMP FOR REA
possible.
Harrison county homemakers ture, silage and hay," he said.
livestock water on their farm this on late-set tomato plants that are
Washington — (AP) — The
g the tare as
starting to bear n o w, a n d that have made 363 mats and 44 bas- "Cows increase their milk output Rural Electrification Administramakes ptissible week.
should bear up to killing frost, kets during the summer months. when turned on pasture in early tion thinks it is over one hump,
•,,•aa, during the win- DRAINAGE DITCH
A. E. 'burley, of the Creswell provided they are protected.
A number of Bullitt county spring. This is because grass is but expects another shortly. It
E FIRST BIG CIRCUS HERE IN 17 YEARS
Fortunately, there was this farmers had drainage ditches cut highly succulent and contains a thinks the peak has been reached
community, has changed the
course of an 1800 foot drainage summer no real epidemic of to- this summer as the soil was dry; large amount of available nut- in the installation of new lines.
ditch on his farm this week. Th mato blight, thanks to the dry planned for last year, the soil rients. In early spring the pro- Last fiscal year 117,000 miles were
ditch was on high ground an and hot weather—a blessing so was too wet.
tein and carbohydrates are in put into use. This was a drop of
f
well disguised that only gardendid not give good drainage.
From 75 to 80 per cent of the their most available form, so 35 per cent from the previous
The SOS technician assiste era well fortified with philosophy tobacco in Boyle county was cows are then able to produce year.
Burglaries always inThe new hump is expected in
Mr. Turley in' staking out the perhaps recognized it as such. But sprayed from airplanes for bud more milk, and need less grain
crease after the hysteria
the amount of power delivered
new ditch. It was located in the, the fact is that the weather does worms and horn worms.
to supplement pasture."
be
not
may
a war. They
play a great part in the incidence
low area of the tield,
Seventy-tour Pendleton county
Care in managing pastures to existing lints. It is explained
of tomato blight, and, this is how. homemakers chartered two buses tends to prolong these favorable that most farms are now on powaught while ransacking
When the "low temperature to visit museums and industrial nutrient levels, Dr. Elliott added. er lines. But in many cases, farms
use home but a burglary
last night" and the "expected plants in Cincinnati.
riky will pay you for
Controlled grazing, clipping, and on the lines do not yet have a full
high today" (as radio announceSeveral river bottom farmers even irrigation, increase the quan- quota of appliances. The amount
slut is Stolen, damaged
ments give) are added together, in Daviess county are interested tity and quality of pasture and of power delivered took a 25 per
or destro)ed.
and that sum divided by 2 in wild cucumber control, as in the length of the grazing season. cent jump last year and has
amounts to less than 70, and if past years it tras caused trouble
"It's the quality of the hay har- doubled since 1948.
there is more than one inch of with the corn picker.
vested that a farmer should brag
Dress up a plain white cake
rainfall per week, that is "blight
John Day of Laurel county about," said this dairy authority. mix by putting the layers togethweather". Except in spots, that stated that 12 years ago he real- "A high-quality hay, cut at early er with a custard filling and topcDepuri a6.155(1 SERVICE
combination was extremely rare ized $149 from Pi acres of to- maturity, has more 'of what it ping with chocolate. frosting.
this summer, and those gardeners bacco; since then, as high as $1,- takes to produce milk than has
tiof MIfAt.
who sprayed with copper may 804 an acre.
hay that is cut late and is coarse
think they've wasted time and
In Hart county, some corn and stemmy.'
money following a blight-control fields will take a large cut in
Rain is the great bugaboo of
program. Not so, howevler, as production due to the corn borer. hay-making. Rain may cause the
whatever has been done is bearApproximately 90 per cent of loss of up to 27 per cent of the
ing fruit, literally, in that tomato the members of homemakers clubs digestible protein and 37 per cent
Your
leaves have been held, and they in Morgan county have pressure of the total feed value, according
make fruiting possible. The re- canners.
Headquarters
to Dr. Elliott. He stressed the.valsult is that fruit size has not deIn Jefferson county, variety ue of silos, since forage crops as
For
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
clined, as would have happened demonstrations on potatoes show well as corn can be put in them.
WE RD
on plants afflicted with the mild that Ashworth looks promising This method of preserving surform of blight that the coppers as a replacement for some early plus pasture or rain-endangered
control, too. Plants well taken Cobbleas.
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226
hay is becoming more popular.
Nineteen 4-H club members in
care of certainly have made rePrinceton, Ky.
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKturns for this care.
Laurel county produced $2,048
Scalding Is Needed In
Now, however, with progress- worth of strawberries this year.
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
ively cooler nights on the way
Shack Parrott of. Washington Freezing Of Vegetables
That scalding is a necessary
and with more rains coming, county threshed a 15-acre field of
e Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
blight may have opportunity for Vigo wheat that made around 30 step in preparing most vegetables
for freezing, regardless of how
--CALL-developing, and the weather bushels to the acre.
short or how long a hire they
should be watched carefully. If
When soiled dishcloths get are to be stored, is emphasized
the above-described combination
I NAT
sour and musty smelling it's a by Miss Florence Imlay of the
Jangle CRFATURE
"I have finished the new ditch sign of mold growth. Boil the College of Agriculture and Home
PRA N65
and have filled the old ditch," Mr. dishcloths for a few minutes in a Econornica, University of KenPHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
Turley said today.
quart of water to which two tucky. She calls attention to a
The new 1800 foot ditch has a teaspoons of baking soda has U. S. Department of Agriculture
We Pay All Phone Charges - - bottom width of twelve 'feet, an been added.
report on experiments made on
Is This Your Home?
We Meet All Competition
average depth of one and one
green beans and coin.
Pte- Wer Prices .1 *
Nick
spraying
occur,
to
threatens
half. feet and was constructed
When the vegetables were frozshould be done.
with sloping banks.
en without blanching, both deWhile this applies more parti- veloped off flavors, while those
Mr. Turley also constructed a
LARGEST, MOST NAMED &
pond for livestock water on his cularly to tomato plantings now scalded before freezing showed
eive/ce
Inspection and Estimate
COSTLY COLLECTION OF
coming into heavy bearing, May- little if any change. Unscalded
farm this week.
RARE ANIMALS EVER EXset plantings will certainly also green beans lost their attractive
A 73
TWO PONDS CONSTRUCTED
have
We
contracts
HIBITED
14r
,
0404‘/- 6
•aus
Collin Ladd, of the Otter Pond benefit. Incidentally, may the color developed an off-flavor in
—
with leading citizens of
(\immunity, and Clifton Ray, of writer say that as a constructive three weeks and -were inedible in
COMPLETE PERFORMANCES
2
the Farmersville community, have pessimist, his program has been a month.
110115
Princeton.
5•Le,.„,ice•-voce, Offs ak
also constructed ponds for live- to continue to spray all summer,
Corn in the husk was unpalataI egui.7
no.
or
weather"
"blight
stock water on their farms.
ble by the time it was frozen.
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Husked, packaged a n d frozen,
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How To Get Positive Quick Relief
P. 0. Box 256 — Phone 775-W
flavor in a week.
From Stomach Trouble Witts The NEW
Hopkinsville, Ry.
"Scalding is a very necessary
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
step in the successful freezing of
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
corn and beans," Miss Imlay
main ingredients is belladonna.
staled.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
Want a new flavor for whipped
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
cream for summer fruit tarts?
Many testimonials come into -our office telling of the
Add two tablespoons of dark
•
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
brown sugai- and a few drops o
found Harvey Taalets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
vanilla to a quarter cup of cream;
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—
beat with a rotary beater until
thick—but be careful not to ov
erbeat. This will make about half
WOOD DRUG STORE
a cup, enough to garnish fop
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 21475
rta
•
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

$59.95
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Dead Stock Removed

,VD.eiELEPHANTS c,°u'

Ferguson Tractors

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

65Double length All-Steel Serai-Trailets.
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NCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
Tway motorists demand tough tires. Armstrong tires

ors so tough they're unconditionally guaranteed for 18
"'whit against all road hazards! Exclusive Rhino-Flex
construction - plus 38 years experience makes this
boozing guarantee possible.
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ROY HERRON'S SERVICE STATION
STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.
HODGE MOTOR SALES
H. C. P'POOL IMPLEMENT CO.
MRS. T. H. BROWN
LEAMAN STALLINGS
L D. BARNES SERVICE STATION
F. A. THOMAS SERVICE STATION
GARNETT TROTTER, Otter Pond

in

ENNIS & BAKER, Crider
J. E. HILLYARD, Fredonia

65 COWS, all bred, many with

65 HEIFER CALVES, fancy
65 STEER CALVES, 4-H

calves at side
11

ssSleeRSZRSZSELS5a255202252,222956

jam
Rhoo-Hat

Including ...

and FFA

prospects, or for your feed lot

BULLS, registered, extra good,

95 YEARLING STEERS, with good

8 mo. old
70 BRED HEIFERS, outstanding
prospects for your cow he!d

flesh weight
9 BULLS, registered, 2 to 4 years

29 OPEN HEIFERS, 15 months old

old

UNION COUNTY . . calf90 PERCENT OF THESE CATTLE PRODUCED IN
. . . Vaccinated
Castrated
.
.
.
Dehorned
Bangs
for
vaccinated
hood
For Blackleg . . . Tested for T. B., Balgs

Sale Starting at 11 A. M.,CDST, at Anderson Bros. Farm

Anderson Bros., McLeod & Luckett,
OWNERS
GEORGE M. KURTZ,
Sturgis. Ky.--AUCTIONEER

it

T. S. RIGGS,

torganfield, Ky.—('LERK

Best wayto
geta move on
SE any GMC owner about hauling
performance.
For when it comes to packing home a
pay load — he's got a lot of solid experience.
lie knows what the right kind of horsepower can do for trucking profits.
Whether he powers his load with a
gasoline pickup model — or requires
one of the sensational new GM-Diesel
"Million-Milers"— he's right in the
driver's seat for performance unexcelled by any other carrier in its class.

But he's not just "riding an engine."
He'll tell you the way his GMC shoulders the load, year after year, is proof
of perfect teamwork of axle, chassis
and frame — truck-engineered to outlast
anything on the roads today.
Want to profit by the same long-time
benefits of GMC's truck-building experience? Let us recommend the right
combination of hauling performance to
fit your particular needs. For GMC's
are made in the widest variety of
engine-chassis-axle combinations, from
3•1 to 20 tons.

M. & S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
Dial 3163

Princeton, Ky.

Yee* do bettor ea e used truck with your GMC &oh+ animmumis

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hamby announce the engagement of their
daughter, Mary Leta, to Capt.
Herbert H. Flather, Jr., son of
Mrs. Herbert H. Flather and the
late Commander Flather, of Nashua, New Hampshire.
Miss Hamby attended Murray
State College.
Capt. Flather is a graduate of
a'
the United States Military Academy, West Point, New York.
An October wedding is being
planned.

B&PW Holds Regular
Dinner Meeting Monday
The Business and Professional
Women held their regular dinner
hieeting at the First Christian
Church Monday evening, Septem-

ber 10.
Guests were Mesdames Lou
Ayers, Jewel Stallins, Iris Cravens Brandon, Misses Mary Virginia Meadows, Louella Wycoff,
Sue Boy d, Dorothy Blalock,
Charlotte Bevels, Demai French,
and Maryianna Adams.
Miss Mary Virginia Meadows
Metheyin - Frantz
presented two violin solos, "MediMa and Mrs. E. It Methevin tation" from Thias" by Massenet,
announce the marriage of their and "Love's Sorrows" by Fritz
daughter, Doris, to Mr. Ray W. Kriesler. Miss Louella Wycoff
Frantz, Jr., on Sunday, August sang "The Rosary" and "By The
26, at Leonia, Tenn. Mr. Frantz Bend of the River". They were
is a grandson of the late Mas. accompanied by Mrs. Raul Lara.
Miss Robert Lee Beck, chairman
Lucy Kevil, of Princeton.
of the education and vocation
Mr. D. M. Plyrnale and daugh- committee, Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
ter, Gloria, were in Louisville and Mrs. Berdie Moore were in
charge of the program.
several days last week.

One nice four room dwelling. Modern conveniences, 407 Dollar Street. $4,500.
4

Another modern 4-room dwelling. 7W Market
street. $5,500.
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Six-room dwelling. West Main Street. $4,750.

C. A. WOODALL INS. & REAL
ESTATE AGENCY

Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Nehola
Jr., East Market, on the birth o!
Sgt. Lake G. Sedberry, and a daughter, born
Septembei 4.
the
Mn. Sedberry, Hawaii, on
• • •
Eugene,
Alfred
birth of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Prescott,
Aug. 26. Sgt. Sedberry is the son 424 South Seminary, on the
bath
of Mrs. C. A. Woodall, South Jef- of a daughter, Peggy,
Lymi, Sepstreet.
ferson
tember /O.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Carr, JackMi. and Mn,. J. R. lashar,
sonville, Florida, on the birth of
tanooga, Tenn., were guess
a daughter, Mary Margaret, September 4. Mrs. Lillie Belle Chil- her sister, Mrs. Scott Jones, ana
dress' is the maternal grand- Mrs. Jones, Princeton, over 0,,
Labor Day weekana
mother.

Leader Congratulates

Mr. and Mn. C. Newton Conley, of Tulsa, Okla., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Mary Jane Conley, to
James Webb Powell, Jr., son of
James Webb Powell, Princeton,
and the late Mrs. Velma Leitzell
Powell, Fort Smith, Ark. He is
the grandson of Newt Powell,
also of Princeton.
September 22 is the date set
for the ceremony which will take
place in the First Presbyterian
Church. Rev. C. Ralston Smith
will read the marriage vows.
The bride-elect attended the
University of Colorado and the
University of Oklahoma where
she received a RBA degree. Her
sorority is Alpha Gamma Delta,
which she served as. treasurer.
She also served as secretary of
the Oklahoma City chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta alumnae.•
Mr. Powell attended the University of Arkansas. He is a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He
2 years with the armed
/
served 31
forces.
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TONIGHT and FRIDAY

Heroic Adventure! Savage Action!
The blazing events that led to the
gallant stand of the 7th Cavalry st
Little Big Horn!

The maid of honor, Miss Nancy
Miss Barbara Pool, daughter of
of Princeton, wore a
Armstrong,
late
the
and
Mrs. J. M. Pool
satin dress fashionblue
peacock
ColDenver,
Cmdr. J. M. Pool, of
Miss Pat Dalzell will be mar- Mrs. H. W. D. Nichols
a strapless bodice and
orado, formerly of Princeton, be- ed with
ried to John Shelby Street, son New Sorority Diredor
overskirt of sequin trimcame the bride of Leonard Ray bouffant
of Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Park
The Alpha Tau Chapter, Beta Brown, also of Denver, at a cere- med nylon net, with a net fichu
Street, of Cadiz, October 27 at
the fitted bodice. She
held their
mony solemnized the last of Aug- finishing
the First Baptist church in Sigma Phi sorority,
Grecian halo of braided
a
of the season Tueswore
meeting
first
Presbyterian
the
Corona
is
Dalzell
Miss
ust at the
Princeton.
net, and carried a casSeptember 11.
Church in Denver. The Rev. Rob- satin and
daughter of Mrs. Robert H. Dal- day evening,
be
of peach gladioli.
to
is
Nichols
W.
bouquet
D.
H.
Mrs.
cade
at
officiated
zell and the late Mr. Dalzell, of
ert S. Lutz, pastor,
Serving as best man was Bill
the new social sponsor of the the double ring ceremony.
Princeton.
Bob Mee, Densorority to work with Mrs. KenThe vows were exchanged be- Lowe, of Denver.
Sharon
neth Barnes.
with large ver, and Roy Brown, of
banked
altar
an
fore
Party Is Given For
Mrs. Glenn Bright presided at palms and tall baskets of white Springs, Kansas, were the ushers.
the business session and programs gladioli, asters, and other sumFor the reception, which was
Teen Agers Saturday
the
coming
for
planned
were
at the home of the bride's
held
with
lighted
and
agers
mer flowers,
Approaaimately 90 teen
Year.
mother
i University Hills, Mrs.
musiprenuptial
white tapers. A
attended a social Saturday evenThose present were Mesdames
was given by Mrs. Pool wore grey with pink accesprogram
cal
ing, September 8, at the Teen Age John Aikins, Glenn Bright, Robwas of pink
Clyde T. Paxton, organist, and sories. Her corsage
ert Gordon, James Hodge, Char- Mr. Jean McCartney, soloist, who roses. Mrs. Brown, the brideClub.
Refreshments were served and les Jones, William Lynn, Shelby sang, "You'll Never Walk Alone", groom's mother, wore a black
Pool, William Presler, Roy Row- "Because" and "The Lord's Pray- sheer ensemble and a corsage of
music was furnished by Judy
land, Jr., and Miss JoAnne Berry. er" as a benediction.
red roses. Mrs. R. M. Pool, the
Peebles and her Hammond Organ.
bride's grandmother, wore plum
marrigiven
in
was
bride
The
Miss Virginia McCaslin and
her brother, James Wil- colored crepe with grey accessorBill
Mrs.
by
Childress
age
in
Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers were
Hill
son Pool. She wore a gown of ies and a corsage of Joanna
Entertains Bridge Club
charge of the party.
heavy white slipper satin fash- roses.
Mrs. Bill Childress entertained ioned with a close fitted bodice
Mr. and Mrs. Brown left for a
her bridge club Thursday night, with a nylon finish with lace wedding trip to a guest ranch,
Surprise Party Given
September 6.
medallions and a jewel neckline near Durango, Colo. Upon their
Mr. Frank Franklin
Prizes were awarded to Mes- with a single strand of pearls. retur n, they will' be with the
Mrs. Frank Franklin entertain- dames Richard Morgan, James W.
The long crushed sleeves pointed bride's mother and after Decemed with a surprise dinner party Walker, and Maurice Humphries.
over her hands, and her gathered ber they will be at 3670 East 32nd
Sunday at her home on West
T h e hostess served a dessert skirt flowed into a wide circular avenue, Denver.
Main in honor of her husband's course to Mesdames Ed Johnstone,
Out of town guests for the
train. Her two-tiered finger-tip
birthday.
Frederick Stallins, Richard Mor- veil of silk illusion fell from a wedding were Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Those present were Mr. and gan, Willard Moore, James W. Juliet cap of satin and lace. She Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Buddy Satterfield, Mr. and Walker, Mary Elizabeth Kirk- carried a cluster bouquet of white Brown of Sharon Springs, KanMrs. Charlie Chambers, Mr. and man, E. L. Williamson, Cooper roses centered with a ruby throat- sas, Mr. and Mrs. Banks Weaver,
Mrs. Ralph Murphy and Mr. and Crider, Maurice Humphries, Jack ed orchid, with streamers of of Ackerman. Miss., and Mrs. R.
Crider and Billy McCaslin.
Mrs. C. A. Bramlett.
M. Pool, of Knoxville, Tenn.
stephonatis.
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"TREASURE OF MONTE CRISTO"
Glen LANGAN — Adele JERGENS — Steve Baena,
No. 3 "DON DAREDEVIL RIDES AG xi\
COLOR CARTOON — "FOOLISH BUNNI"

Mrs. Lisanby Hostess
To Friday Bridge Club

Celebrating Their 55th Anniversary!
Proudly Presenting The Best Looking And Finest Fitting Fall Shoes
For Men, Women and Children! Prized The Nation Over.
Shoes You Know And Shoes You Love To Wear.

•PARADISE
• VITALITY
•SELBY
• SANDLERS
• JACQUELINES
• CONNIES
Sold Thursday, Friday & Saturday, A Pair Of Humming Bird
51 Nylons FREE! (Lovely Fall
Shades)

Mrs. Gordon Lisanby entertained her bridge club Friday
evening, September 7, at her home
on South Jefferson street.
Prizes were awarded to Miss
Vergie Barnett and Mrs. Tom
Simmons.
The hostess served a plate lunch
to Mesdames W. H. Rogers, James
W. Walker, W. E. Willis, Edward
Pitke, Frederick Stallins, Hewlett
Morgan, Billy McElroy, Stanley
Sharp, Tom Simmons, Hillery
Barnett and Misses Vergie Barnett and Mary Loftus.

Visitors Are Honored
With Dinner Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Deason
honored Chief Petty Officer and
Mrs. E. 0. Deason, of Corpus
Christi, Texas, with a dinner, at
their home on Short street, Sunday, September 9.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
Floyd Deason and Mr. Howard
Deason, of Utica: Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. Deason, Eddie, Linda and
Martha, of Hopkinsville: Mrs. J.
L. Markham. Donna and Larry,
and Gerald. Dian a, Daryl and
Phyllis Deason, all of Princeton.
Officer Deason will return to
duty after September 19.

FREE SOCKS!
For Men
With Each Pair
• FLORSHEIM
• FREEMAN
• CROSBY SQUARE
• MASSAGIC
• FORTUNE
•PARKWAY
Dress Shoes Sold Thursday,
Friday & Saturday, A Pair Of
Ky. Derby Socks FREE! (New
Fall Colors)

Sgt. Orvil E. Neal and Cpl.
James W. Neal, both stationed at
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, were
called home by the death of their
grandfather, A. E. Cantrell, and
are visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Neal, in the county.
Mr. and Mrs. James Shrewsbury
attended the State Fair at Louisville last weekend.

A Pair Of Seamless Work Socks "FREE"
With Each Pair Of Friedman Shelby Work
Shoes Sold Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Mrs R. W. Pollard, sf Seemore,
Missoitri, visited Mr. and Mrs. L.
B. Sims and Robbie, of the county.
Miss Doris Ann George, student
at Andrew Jackson Business Univers it y, Nashville, Tennessee,
spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
George. Farmersville road.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadlington, North Franklin street, are
on their way to California to
visit their daughter, Mrs. Jordan
Murray, Mr. Murray and son.
Guests of Mrs. John Aikins recently were her mother, Mrs. Guy
Overby, and sister, Mrs. Ray G.
Forgey, and son, David Bruce,
of Greenville.
Mrs. Lillie Belle Childress is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. James
Carr, and Mr. Carr at Jacksonville, Florida. They are the parents of a new daughter.
Mrs. Haskell Jenkins and Linda
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. If. Stone, Marion road, last
week.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Williams, Washington street, this
week are Mr. and Mrs. Scarbrough, Jackson, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Y. Starner,
Effingham, Ill., visited Mrs. Nannie Dalton and Miss Georgia Dalton last Friday night.
Miss Bette Sue Goodwin, who
is employed in Owensboro, spent
the weekend with her mother,
Mrs. Dorothy Patterson, West
Main street.
Miss Dorothy Ann Wood spent
last weekend visiting relatives
and friends at Hopkinsville.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
At The
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A Great Time To BUY Your New Fall Shoes
We want to thank our friends and customers for the shoe business you have so generand keep the largest,
ously given us all these years, which has enabled us to bring to Princeton
basis of Price, Quality
the
on
and
-Kentucky
finest and best "Exclusive Shoe House" in Western
requirements.
and Service we solicit a continuance of your footwear
Yours Shoely,
We will not misfit your
children. We use the new
Fluoroscopic eShoe Fitter
commended by Parents
Magazine.

"The Honar of Humming Bird -Nylons" -

—
We will not misfit your
children. We use the new
Fluoroscopic Shoe Fitter
1 -c—t--no --in—ended —by TorelltS
Magazine.

g

THE KIND OF WOMAN WNO
MADE NEW °RHOS
FAMOUS'

By

EUGENE SILER
Republican Candidate for Governor

A. F. Hanberry,
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G. M - Haller, pastor
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Memorial
the Ogden
Burial was in
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.
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ell days ago and was
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rill hospital where she
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held membership at the time of
her death. She had made her
home in this county most of her
life.
. Among the survivors a-re the
husband; two sons, Lyman A.
Rodgers, of. Louisville, and Emmett W. Rodgers, of Clarksville,
Ind.; one daughter, Miss Mary
Rodgers, who made her home
with her mother; one brother, Fay
Cummins, of Princeton; five
grandchildren, Charles, Lyman,
Jr., Donald, and Mary Louise,
all of Louisville; and Mrs. William Tandy, of Birmingham, Alabama, a n d severed nieces and
nephews.

Mr. A. E. Cantrell
.e of Lyon county, she
Funeral services for Albert Eddaughter of the late
ward Cantrell, 85, were conduct0,1 Molly Cummins. She
ed Sunday afternoon at 2 p. m.
.ed to John D. Rodgers
-life she united at the Hawkins cemetery church
rarly in.
by the Rev. Shirley DeBell, pashe Friendship Methodist
Where she tor of White Sulphur church.
,
counts'
Lyon
s

Burial. was in the Hawkins cem.
etery.
mr Cantrell was born December 3, 1868, the son of Bradford
and Carnet Cantrell, in Hopkins
county. His wife, the former Sallie Reece, preceded him in death
in 1945.
Mr. Cantrell, who had been
making his home with his stepson, Jim Reece, in the Otter Pond
community, had been in ill health
for several ;ears.
He was a member of Woods
Chapel, a Methodist church in
Christian county.
Among the survivors are four
daughters, Mrs. Edgar Petty,
Gracey; Mrs. Delmar Riley, Dawson Springs; Mrs. Desmond Hensley, Arvada, Colorado, and Mrs.
Jim Neal, Princeton; and two
stepsons, Jim and Lucian Reece,
both of the county.
Bearers were his grandsons,
Sgt. Orvil E. Neal, Camp McCoy,
Wis.; Cpl. James W. Neal, Camp

PLATFORM OF THE "CITIZENS TICKET"
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L — NEWS

occupations and different sections
. The men listed below represent different
and will thus be able to fairly represent all the citizens of Princeton.
in
Prince;
of
of the City, where possible,
The' desire to improve the various departments
substandard departments, so that the busiup
the
building
and
good,
the
keeping
in an efficient and business-like manner.
sess of the City may be conducted
men of high integrity who will make reasare
honest
men
these
know
You
regulations. "Economy" will be their watchonable dei'isions instead of radical
word.
citizens toThee pledge cooperation with the civic groups and progressive
will support the effort to attract new industries
ward pul.li,• improvement and
to Princeton

II

In Addition To The Foregoing, Members Of The

KOKO

"Citizens Ticket" Pledge:
NTRY
"

Rim
"

We were not solicitI rot.tcE DEPT. We are not committed to anyone.
we will ask for
elected,
If
job.
particular
a
person
any
give
to
ed to run ,n order
and
experience,
and
qualifications
applicant's
the
written applications, listing
PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO RESIchoose the nest man for each office.
Police At School Intersections
DENTS OF THIS COMMUNITY. We Will Station
Hours.
Proper
At

AGALN"

2

imSt tTER DEPT. The quality of our water is good. We will try to

BUNNY"
size in KenIRE DEPT. We have the best Fire Dept. of any City our
best.
the
remains
see that it

NT

I

cemetery addition
CEMETERY DEPT. We pledge to develop the new
times.
all
al
cemetery
t
well-kep
beautiful
.
possible.
sEWER DEPT. We will extend sewer mains where

N

We also
STREET DEPT. We will do more building and less patching.
St. to
Washington
from
ossing
.
er
street
a
open
to
continue the project
Eg.:t. St :cross the I. C. Railroad.
u

W. L. GRAINSTAFF
WILLARD MILSTEAD

FRED PASTEUR
L A. WILLARD

VERNAL DAVIS
FRANK WILSON

Seccmci igoutual
West Kentucky 4-H And FFA
Fat Cattle Show And Sale
9

AM. to

1:30

Princeton

Merchants

P. M. — September

29

To The Show and Sale
and Business Men Contributing

Niiht

Autumn day, are painting
days—th• weather's right
for drying. thi danger of
damage from insects and
sudden showy, is post.
•

Eldred Hardware Co.
Jewelry

Western Auto

411$

John E. Young, Ins. Agency

Three Rivers Farm Loan Assn.

Princeton Shoe

Finkel's Fair Store

Rowland

Co.

Motor Co.

Williamson
Princeton

Drug Co.

Lumber Co.
Hosiery Mills

McGough Paint & Wallpaper
Store
Morgan's Furniture Store
Cummins Frozen Food Locker

COLD

A&P's DELICIOUS
"SUPER - RIGHT"

FANCY WHITE MEAT

2 can
1
No. /

39c

pork loin
roast

LACHOY
CHINESE FOODS
BEAN SPROUTS

14c
No. 2 can
CHOP SUEY VEGETABLES
30c

1 -lb. can

PUREX
BLEACH

Customers' Corner

18c
32c

Qt. bot.
2 gal.
1
/

Many ol the quality good products
sold in AO can't be bought in any
other Pod store.
Our customers know that they can
always find a wide variety of the
better brands of food at A•P.
Rut'they also know that AaP is
Rokar,
the only place you can getO'Clock
Red Circle and Eight
Jane
foods;
fine
cotlee; Ann Page
Parker bakery products; and Many
other food products made by ALP
AO quality standards, /or
only to As? (113(Ornerl.
Try these A&P products and let
know if you don't think they
re outstanding value,. Please write:

MEDAL

GOLD

FLOUR
$1.01

10 lb. bag plain

BALLARDS
CAKE MIX
Chocolate Devils Food
16-oz. box

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

33c

7-oz. pkg.

Stotts

i•

WOODBURY
FACIAL SOAP

59c

FRYERS, full dressed or tray packed, lb

59c

TURKEYS, young toms(16 to 18 lb. avg.) lb.

59c

potatoes
10 LB. BAG

REG. SIZE

45

17c

2 bars
$5.35
'.5BLU-WHITE

DU PONT .pywx
TRIM & SHUTTER PAINT

FLAKES

HONEY DEW MELONS, jumbo 8 size, ea.
GRAPES, California Red Malagas, 2 lbs.
YELLOW ONIONS, U. S. No. 1
3 lb. pliofilm bag
APPLES, Wealthy all purpose, 3 lbs.
BANANAS, golden ripe

9c

Pkg.

Special "Oslo' for•
y•
o
db
o5
go.
s2
mulct rrusan$
outside
to fading on
colos'
r
tri m. modern

CAMAY
TOILET SOAP
BATH SIZE

1

AJAX
CLEANSER
13c

14-oz. can

SWAN SOAP
REGULAR SIZE

17c

2 bars

WEATHER

BOYS'
Gabardine and Satin weather
resistant unlined or wool lined
with or without fur collar in
bright navy, dark green, maroon. Also wool plaid. Sizes
2-111.

Gabardine and Satin weather
resistant lined or unlined with
and without fur collar in maroon, dark green cocoa t a n,

$3.95 — $11.95

$5.95— $10.95

HOrri0Efairitt

3 lb.

SPRY

99c

IS

20c
69c
53c
31c
27c

ICE CREAM, all flavors, pint

99c

,
1 2 gal.

beans

THIS

PAGE
Choke of Pori IP
"WM, Vagustayia. et
14040 itylo,

20-0Z.
CAN

15c

HUNT'S PEACHES, halves in syrup, No. 21/2 can 29c
CATSUP, Scott County(new pack) 14-oz. bot. 17c
IONA PEAS, Early June, new pack

(Open Thursday All Day)

"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

8491

KRAFTS SPREADS, cheese food, most
varieties, 5-oz. jar
SWISS CHEESE, sliced domestic, lb.
CHEDDAR CHEESE, mild, lb
AMERICAN CHEESE, Mel-O-Bit, sliced
1 2 lb. pkg.

ANN

bright navy. Sizes 34-46.

INKEL' S
AIR STORE

LIT

LOAF

25c
49c
49c
15c
25c

RI t_1413'1D
I lb CAN

DIX Girl

by - - This advertisement contributed

2

I Ched-O — Bit

WHO
MEN'S

29c
29c
15c

PKG.
OF' 12

APPLE TURNOVERS, delicious, 4 for
LAYER CAKE, caramel white, 6'2 in. size
RAISIN PIE, Jane Parker, ea.
WHOLE WHEAT BREAD, 100%, lOcif
CINNAMON BREAKFAST ROLLS, pkg.
I AMERICAN CillE.ESE FOOD

—whorl you send in that rod,* for
your husband's favorite tak•
with one Spry label. Corns in for
fres Recipe Round-Up blank today.

NOW

JANE PARKER PLAIN

brown 'n serve rolls

13?
.

OF EXTRA COST

FOR

49c
35c

25c

2 bars

Standard Oil Agent

EADER

49c

FULLY COOKED HAMS, shank portion, lb.

SWEETHEART
SOAP

Hugh Cherry,

THE PRINCETON

END

SLICED BACON, layer pack, lb

Lay Away A Coat or Jacket

Kentucky Whip & Collar Co.

7-RIB

FROZEN SHRIMP(5-lb. buy $2.39) med. size, lb. 49c

Reg. size, 2 bars . . 17c
Bath size, 2 bars . . 25c

IiOy

'
.
‘Hvot17
se Point In,
you.
fall Point Up!

9c

or

Lb. 55C

.or SPAGHETTI
REGULAR or ELBOW

DUPONT 40'
OUTSIDE WHITE
HOUSE PAINT

Wood Drug Co.

Steger Lumber Co.

— two

OF THE SEA

TUNA FISH

RED CROSS MACARONI

PANT THIS
...k's the
lest Time of All

Funeral services for Mrs. Saltavart
lie Lamb, 78, were conducted at
2 p. no. Tuesday at the Ogden
Memorial Methodist church by
the Rev. Joe Callender, pastor.
DU PONT PORCH & FLOOR
Burial was in the Cedar Hill cetnetery.
ENAMEL
A native of Caldwell county,
W•ath•r, w.or,
Mrs. Lamb was the daughter of
scuff, . . . tok•s
Tascanda Prescott and Lafayette th•m oil in stride!
Talley. On Nov. 8, 1893, she mar- Us* in tide or out,
on wood or cvn•nt.
ried R. T. Lamb, who survives.
$1.60
Because of illness, Mrs. Lamb
moved to the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. C. Moore, Paducah,
two years ago and was living
REMEMBER t
there at the time of her death.
"Fall's Bost of All".•.
She was a member of the OgGot your Du Pont Points
den Memorial Methodist Church
most of her life.
for Fall Paint-Up, Totiot•
Her only survivors are her
husband and daughter, Mrs.
Moore.
Bearers were Johnny Newsom,
McGOUGH'S
Billy Newsom, Burhl Hollowell,
Paint & Wallpaper Store
Stanley Sharp, Harry Long and
Elwood Turner.

PREPARE

Ratliff Hardware

Hardware

Princeton
CHOW.
NEW OPIIMIS
IOW

Coleman
Funeral services for Mrs. Clo
ver Humphreys Coleman,82, were
conducted Thursday, September 6,
at the Harris Chapel, Paducah, by
the Rev. Hugh Riley. Burial was
in the Murray cemetery.
Mrs. Coleman, a former resident of Princeton, died Tuesday
night, September 4, at her home
in Paducah.
A native of Calloway county,
Mrs. Coleman had been living in
Paducah since 1912.
She was a member of the First
Christian church of Paducah, the
Paducah Woman's Club and United Daughters of the Confederacy.
Mrs. Coleman also served on the
board of the Paducah Friendly
Home, as corresponding secretary.
She was active in church and club
activities.
Survivors include a son, Robert Humphreys Coleman, Louisville; three daughters, Mrs. W. P.
Sights and Mrs. Warren Middle-,
ton, both of Paducah, and Mrs.
Neil Holt, Detroit; a brother-inlaw, Conn Linn, Tulsa, Okla., and
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Sallie Humphreys, Murray.

Princeton Mills

Ko!tinsky

Walkers Drug &

Pula COM

Spanish galleons of the 15th17th Centuries served as both war
and merchant ships.
There are 50 islands in Lake
Champlain.

Princeton Hotel

Store

Newsom Grocery

il RUSSELL

Mrs. Clover

Mr. Bill Castner, of Pennsylvania, was a weekend guest of
Mr. George Richie and Mr
and Mrs. E T. litchie, Sr
Mr. Castner and Mr. Richie returned Tuesday to the University
of Texas, at Austin, Texas, where
they are students.

Funeral set-vies for Howard
Patrick Teague, 18, were conduct-

Randolph Motors

Impl. Co.

Corner Drug

Wad
0111
ha wer1000

ed Sunday, September 2, at the
Second Baptist Church by the
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor. Burial
was at Eddy Creek Cemetery with
full military rites conducted by
the V. F. W.
Mr. Teague, a member of the
Second Baptist Church, had been
'n the Armed Forces for a year
and was stationed art Camp Sheridan, Ill.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Herron,
Maple street, and his grandmother, Mrs. Lillian Creekmur.

34c

15-oz. can

CHICKEN

As Thrifty a Main Dish
as You Could Wish!

STEW

BEEF

Mr. Howard Teague

Robinson

Joiner

Mrs. John Keel
Funeral services for Mrs. John
Keel, 79, were conducted at 2
p. m. Wednesday at the Wallonia
Baptist church by Rev. L. L. Terrell. Burial was in the Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
Mrs. Keel died unexpectedly
Monday at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Calvin 0. Wallace, in
the Hopson community.
Mrs. Keel was Lorena Alpha
gresham, the daughter of Mose
and Sarah Franc-es Martin Gresham. She was married on October 6, 1891, to J. H. Keel, who
preceded her in death 13 years
ago. To this marriage seven children were born, five of whom are
living.
Early in life she united with
the Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church
but later changed her membership to the Wallonia Baptist
Church.
Among the survivors are five
daughters, Mrs. Calvin 0. Wallace, Route 3, Princeton; Mrs. Harry 0. Ingram, Wallonia; Mrs.
Douglas Robertson, Wallonia;
Mrs. Marvin Davis, Cobb, and
Mrs. Dewey Pool, Princeton; two
brothers, J. W. Gresham, Princeton, and T. L. Gresham, Cadiz;
23 grandchildren and 18 great
grandchildren.
Bearers were her grandsons.

WALKERS

trb

Stockyards

Include

A.

FOR BEGINNING FARMERS
Ltexington, Ky. — (AP) — Tobacco with cows OT chickens has
proved the best combination for
beginning farmers who have
small acreage, says a University
of Kentucky bulletin.
The fact that the small farmers
could do most of their own work
and trade work with neighbors
in the harvest season was found
to be an advantage. The survey
on which the bulletin is based
reached the conclusion, however,
that farmers who make a success
of small places should try to enlarge their holdings.

McCoy, Wis.; U. L. Riley, Jimmy
Petty, J. D. Reece, and a friend,
Dill Parrish, of Providence.
Flowergirls were his granddaughters, Yvonne Reece, Stella
Reece, Betty Riley, Geraline Carrington, Ann Neal, Venda Petty
and Wanda Jean Drennan.

Mrs. Sallie Lamb

-— Vote The Straight Citizens Ticket

LE

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

$60 000 CONTEST
1211 WINNERS
Enter today. . get free
entry Wank here

LUX
TOILET SOAP
BATH SIZE

0
sslo

2 No. 303 cans
CHUM SALMON, Perfect Strike, 1 -lb. can
SAUERKRAUT, A&P, No. 2 can
APPLE SAUCE, Sterling, No. 2 can
OCTAGON GRANULATED SOAP, lg. box
CRYSTAL WHITE LAUNDRY SOAP, bar
PENNANT SYRUP (red) 1 1 2 lb. bot.
ARGO STARCH, corn, 1 -lb. box

STORE HOURS
M.-Tu.-W.-T.-F.
R:00-5:30

REG. SIZE

2 Bar. 25 2 Bars 17

Saturday
8:00-8:00

25c
48c
10c
12c
. 31c
7c
19c
13c
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 8:00 p. rn. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00

p. M.

CENTRAL Pi(ESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

an Scie
Space
w Possi

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amnittons nf those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re.
porters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Feb. 28, 1929. Miss Elizabeth
Feb. 8, 1929. "Lombardi Ltd.",
given Friday night by the Senior Gray, of Franklin street, has reclass, was the best acted play to turned to Detroit after being with
be given in Princeton in some her mother, Mrs. Bertie Gray,
time. Seniors participating were for several days.
• •
Richard Ethridge, Merle Owen,
Hazel Cartwright, Margaret McFeb. 26, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
Kinney, Gordon Lisanby, Hew- Hearne Harralson have returned
lett Morgan, Elsie Patten, Estelle from a wedding trip to points of
Rice, Alice Randolph, Frederick interest in Tennessee and GeorStallins, Everett Cherry, Jack gia,.
Powers, Clover Brown, Heloise
• • •
Glass, and Katherine Rouff.
Feb. 29, 1929. One of the pret• • •
tiest and most pleasant social
Feb. 12, 1929. Mrs. R. S. Sneed events of the mid-winter season
has been confined to her home be- was the banquet given at the Hocause of illness.
tel Henrietta, Friday evening,
• • •
for members of the local SouthFeb. 15, 1929. At the regular ern Bell Telephone employees
meeting of the City School Board and a number of invited guests.
Tuesday evening Prof. Everett
Hoavton was reelected superintendent for the ensuing year.
• • •

Feb. 19, 1929. Conway Lacy,
who has been connected for the
past year with the Baynham Shoe
(By Tom Reedy)
Company of Lexington, EvansBerlin — East German Comville and Dayton, is now at home
munists have devised a law-makagain in Princeton and back with
ing system that looks ... on
the Princeton Shoe Co., where
paper . . . like democracy. But
he first started in the shoe busiit's just as absolute as Hitler's
ness.
one-man decrees ever were.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
• • •
Since October, 1949, the SovPRINCETON
Feb. 19, 192.9. Mr. and Mrs. G.
iet zone has functioned with a
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- W. Newman
spent the weekend
"people's chamber" as a lower
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- pleasantly at Central City
with
house and a "state chamber" as
INGTON
Harry Long's family.
a sort of senate.
First, third and fifth Sundae's,
• • •
Mass at 8 o'clock.
The Communist-controlled govFeb. 19, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
Second and fourth Sundays,
ernment submits bills to the legEuen Farmer went to Bowling
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
islature and "debate" follows.
Green Sunday, to visit Mrs.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
The result is somewhat different
Farmer's mother, Mrs. Jimmie
from what happens in the AmerOUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- McChesney. Mrs. Farmer will reican Congress and the British
main there for an indefinite time
PITAL CHAPEL
House of Commons.
First, third and fifth Sundays, and Mr. Farmer will return home
NONE VOTES NO
in a day or two.
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
The
so-called Volk.skammer
• • •
Second and fourth Sundays,
Feb. 22, 1929. Mrs. Saul Pogrot- has met 31 times in 20 months
Mass at 8 o'clock.
sky and son, Marvin Woods, are and debated budgets, laws, resoHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
lutions and policies. None of the
Rev. William Borntraeger is guests of Mies Dorothy and
debate ever developed opposipastor and the Rev. Richard Helen Finkel in St. Louis, Mo.
tion to the government's propos7.1ements is assistant pastor.
MEDICAL CORPS PRAISED
als. None of the members ever
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
New York —(AP) — "The boys has voted "no."
in Korea have been getting won(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Fifty-one "laws" have been
Sunday School every Sunday derful medical care," says Dr. passed without a single dissent.
afternoon at 2:30.
Herman E. Hilleboe, New York Two thirds of them were rushed
Preaching every second and State's Health Commissioner.
through on calendar reading
fourth Sunday afternoons at
Dr. Hilleboe spent two weeks without the formality of commitin Korea and Japan with Gov. tees considering them, though the
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur- Thomas E. Dewey.
committees exist.
day at 7:30 p. m.
"Two wonderful things I saw", The government has gotten all
he said, "were the speed with its actions rubber-stamped by
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
wbich the seriously wounded the legislature in a total of 131
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30 v.:ere moved back in helicopters hours of sessions.
and the rapidity with which they
a. m.
The delegates or deputies have
were treated ;n a mobi'e, surgicil been paid 500
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
marks a month.
hospital
set
un
in
20
tents."
Worship
11 a. m.
Morning
Each has now collected 10,000
Training Union-6 p. m.
marks, an average of 75 marks
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
an hour for listening to the ComTraining Union 6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. munist bosses, then dutifully say7 p.
ing "yes". (The East German
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
mark is artificially pegged at
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
PRESBYTERIAN
4.2017 to the American dollar.)
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
They are paid more for one
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
hour of doing nothing than the
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Young People's Service 6:00
Preaching each first and third average German in the east receives for two weeks work.
P.M.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. In addition, the deputies enjoy
free transport on the railways
Wednesday evening
prayer
FREDONIA FIRST
and city elevated and subway
service 7:00 p.m.
PRESBYTERIAN
trains and have other special priCEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
vileges for concerts and theatres.
Raaph McConnell, pastor
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
DISSENTS NOT SAFE
Preaching services every secUndesirable conduct in the
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
legislature, such as saying "I disand 7:30 p.
agree" would cost the member
Lige Cook, Minister
Prayer meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. his favored position in his party
day night at 7 p. m.
Preaching and communion each as well as in the lawmaking body.
Sunday school every Sunday
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Such a stigma ttends down into
morning at 10 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
commercial life so he would be
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
automatically chopping off his
chances for earning a living. Ergo,
CUMBERLAND
MIDWAY BAPTIST
none do.
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
'
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
The Communists brag that the$
Services every Sunday
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
legislature's approval of laws and
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
government actions shows the r
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
hacking of the people. They
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
blandly ignore that the people Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesnever had a chance to choose the
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
members of the legislature but 4111
choir rehearsal.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
were presented a single ballot to
Preaching each first and third say either "yes" or "no" to the i
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. whole kit and kaboodle.
1Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
On the other hand, the ComServices every second Saturday
munists seize every chance to
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday 10:00 a. m.
meeting
each
Prayer
Wednesfind fault with the democratic '
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and day preceding first and third Sun- debate in the west German parliament. Whenever the lawmakservices on fourth Sunday at 11 BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor ers at Bonn exercise their right to
Services every Sunday, 11:00 say "no", the east Communists
DONALDSON BAPTIST
are against t h e government,
a.
m. and 7:00 p. m.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
against ,the western Allies, and
every
Sunday
School
Sunday
at
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
even against their own freelym.
10:00
a.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday, chosen political parties.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Services each Saturday before
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
second Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Dial 3211
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Shirley DeBell. Minister
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. rn,
Prayer service Wednesday. 7:15
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
p. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Rev. Carroll Yarhrough, Protter
Hour of Peayer—WedneedaySunday School every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
9:45 a. M.
Attend the church where you
Worship Service every Sunday.
TERMITES
will receive a cordial welcome.
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
SECOND BAPTIST
p. m.
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 0:45 a. m.
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Morning worship 11 a. m.
BAPTIST
Training Union I p. to.
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Evening worship 7 p. m.
Regular services every second
V.Rdnesdey service 7 p.
Sunday
Sunday School 1000 a. m., esti,
FREDONIA BAPTIST
rept second Sunday
Rev W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School at 1:00 p. 11.
Sunday School 1:45 a. in.
second Sunday.
Services every Sunday, 11.00
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FIRST BAPTIST
G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. in. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p. m.

Yes, definitely!
Startled? Why? How do you answer Lucy when she comes to the
breakfast table and announces, "I'm not going to school today!" You
know, Lucy goes.
How do you answer when Lucy comes in besmudged with dirt and
says, "I'm not going to take a bath!" You know, Lucy bathes.
How do you answer when Lucy, threatened with illness, says, "I'm
not going to take that medicine!" You know, she takes it.
Why all this timidity, then, in the realm of spiritual guidance and
moral training? Going to wait and let her decide what Church she'll
go to when she's old enough? Don't fool yourself. By that time she'll
probably believe that a decision neglected by her parents during her
first twenty years might not be necessary at all. You didn't wait until
she was "old enough" to decide she should go to school.
Afraid she'll later succumb to the old story about ".... too much
religion when I was young .... parents made me go?" This tale is
obviously false. Just because she takes a bath tonight doesn't mean
she'll discontinue them at the age of twenty-one.
What shall I say to Lucy when she announces she doesn't like
Sunday School and Church. That's easy. Be consistent.
By firmness and example you can show her that church-going is a
necessity. And in later years. she will thank you for bringing into
her life the greatest values a mature person can possess—Christian
habits and ideals.
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
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an Scientist

Space Ship
ow Possible
.gohert.(oldstein)
- The German scienV-2 rocket conof a bombbe 1,000 miles above
"will be the inevitable
the present armaments

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

"With the tremendous advances recently achieved in aerial
defense, it appears to me that in
the atomic age the nation which
first owns such a bomb-dropping
space station will be in a position
to control the earth," he says.
This view was expressed by Dr.
Wahrner von Braun, now of the
ordnance research and development sub office (rocket) at Fort
Bliss, Tex., in a new book "Space
Medicine," published by the University of Illinois Press.
Dr. Von Braun says construction of such a platform is theoretically possible at the present
stage of rocket and fuel development and that "it will not be
the engineering problems but
rather the limits of the human
frame that will make the final
decision as to whether manned
space flight will eventually become a reality."
(An annual report of the late
Secretary of Defense Forestal
mentioned an "earth satellite vehicle program" in 1949.)
Dr. Von Braun says a three
stage rocket, 65 feet in diameter
and 15 stories high, could provide
the velocity necessary to reach
the 1,000 mile height in space.
HOW IT MIGHT BE BUILT
He gives this theoretical picture of how a space platform
could be set up:
The three-stage rocket would
take off at a speed slightly greater than the V-2 rocket. It would

BUYS voice*. it,
SELLS ...
RENTS
REPAIRS IT•

By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
The need for guarding against
anthrax, a disease of both men
and animals, has been pointed up
by the recent reporting of a number of cases in animals in Fulton
county. A human case of anthrax,
contracted from handling animals which died of the disease,
has occurred near this county and
has been under treatment in a
Tennessee hospital. It is hoped
that the infection has been confined to Fulton, but all farmers
should be on the alert in order
to safeguard their livestock from
the disease.
Normally, anthrax is highly fatal to cattle and sheep and less
severe in man, horses, mules, pits
and dogs. The most characteristic which the farmer might notice among his Livestock is the
short duration of the illness and
nose 'bleeding; hogs appear to
choke to death.
Since anthrax is an infection
that is hard to kill, it is especially important to take certain preventive measures if anthrax is
suspected. As a primary precaution, all such cases should be
AERIAL QUEENS FEATURED WITH CIRCUS: Pictured left diagnosed by the local veterinarright, Miss Evelynia Rossi, Miss Betty Snyder, Miss Dolly Madi- ian and all known cases should be
son, and Miss Dale Miller, aerial. stars who will appear in Cald- reported immediately to the
well county Wednesday, September 19, when Al G. Kelly-Miller
Bros. Circus gives an afternoon end night performance. Miss
Evelynia Rossi is billed as the greatest thriller of all time. Said
to be the only one of her sex to ever accomplish a plunge headlong from the dome of the circus tent, turning three complete
somersaults in mid-air and landing.in one of the five rings without using a net of any kind.

Where are They
Located?

start straight up, but its path
Orbit speed is the point where
soon would start tilting. When the
a circling object's velocity—its
fuel in the first section was exhausted, that section would drop pull away from earth—is matchSEE THE
off and the motor of the second ed exactly by the pull of gravity.
„
At this point the rocket would
section would roar into action,
get
The third section carrying a 30- be circling the earth freely like
ton payload, would take off alone the moon.
OF YOUR
Without using any adthe instant the fuel in the second
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
ditional power, the rocket would
booster was gone.
circle the earth's surface every
The nose section would be only,
60 miles above the earth when two hours.
The space station could be built
its fuel was cut off but it would
be streaking along at 27.000 feet of flexible plastic, like a rubber
a second and by then in a path raft. These sections could be fired
up separately a n d collapsed.
horizontal to the earth.
Then rnsin working in pressurized
At this great speed, the rockspace suits could inflate them
et's terrific momentum would be
and join them together into a
greater than the pull of gravity
giant doughnut 200 feet in diaand it would sail out into space
meter.
in an elliptical path.
The station could be made to
The farthest point of this
rotate slowly around its hub to
ellipse—the point at, which t h e
generate a synthetic gravity for
space rocket world halt its flight
personnel stationed in the doughfrom earth is 1,075 miles from
nut ..rim. The rim would be presearth's surface..
Surized and air conditioned.
At this point the rocket's speed
This station actually would be
would be only slightly less than
an orbit circling the earth at a
that of an orbit circling the earth.
speed of some 15,000 miles an
The rocket's motors would be
hour.
cut in to accelerate the ship to
MIGHT RETURN TO EARTH
orbit speed.
The rocket could return to
earth simply by reducing its
speed below the pall Of gravity.
If it were equipped with wings,
it could land.
Trips to the moon and nearby
i bunt, but I saw the trainer hand him a
planets, Dr. Von Braun said
.T.ery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk."
CALL 2210
"raise considerably fewer probI MARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
lems" than the design of ships
Complete Instr, ante ker,ce
capable of reaching the velocity
iii
W. Market St
of an orbit.
Space ships refueling at the
Hopkinsville Street
space platform, he said, would
need to increase their speed only
9,300 feet a. second to reach the
moon.
"It can therefore be stated that
once an artificial satellite has become ,a reality, interplanetary
voyages will not be far away,"
he said.
Other scientists, ho w eve r,
pointed out in the book that medicine has not caught up with
problems space travel would
raise.
There are problems of weightlessness out beyond the pull of
gravity, the danger of cosmic
radiation and collision with meteors.
I. the past 3 years oho. 3
Stentor, a native of early
more makers have °owed V-8'
Greece, was said to have a. voice
as loud as that of 50 men. The
word, "stentorian", derives from
him.
• The first paper mill in t h
It's the engine
United States is believed to have
powering America's
been built in Germantown, Pa.,
highest-priced cars
in 1690.
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minted in 1504.
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19 YEARS BUILDING

(By David Taylor Marke)
Junior has been busy an hour
with crayons and paper. Now he
proudly shows you his "picture."
What do you do?
Do you scream "What's that?"
If you do, you are wrong, advises Kelly Fearing, University
of Texas assistant professor of
art. He suggests you let the child
tell you about his picture.
It may look like a snakepit to
you, but Junior says it's "Daddy
coming home from work."
"A child works in symbols,"
Fearing explains. "Scribbles on a
page are meaningful to him.
When you see what he sees, you
know what he is thinking about."
LET JUNIOR DO IT
Don't judge a child's art by
adult standards, he says. And,
above all, don't try to show him
how to draw. Your work probably is no better than his, Fearing
wagers, and may be worse; it
suffers from your inhibitions and
preconceived notions of what the
picture OUGHT to look like.
There's been too much "copy
work" in art, Fearing says, such
things as having children fill in
colors in pictures drawn by others. This ties the youngster down
to adult standards, he points out,
and keeps him from learning to
develop his own.
"We punish a child if he copies spelling or arithmetic," Fearing notes. "But if he copies someone else's picture, nothing is
thought of it."
All children have an 'intuitive
sense of design, says Fearing. It
is lost when they begin to be realistic. Don't criticize your child's
work because it isn't realistic.
When a child begins to see that
his pictures don't look just right
he will ask for help. Even before
that, you will be able to note his
developing sense of observation
in his spontaneous and free drawing, says the art teacher.
Meanwhile the youngster's originality has been stimulated, and
he has gained muscular coordination. In this way. Fearing explains, art helps children to grow.

countyhealth officer at the' local
health department. All animals
should have an annual immunization.
Other precautions include:
(1) Burning of all carcasses of
its
animals, preferably
where the animals. die. However,
if they die in a building, the animals should be moved only as
far as necessary to avoid fire hazard to the 'building. 'Bedding
should be removed and burned.
(2) Treatment with a four per
cent lye solution of all buildings
where sick animals have been.
All ground over which animals
have 'been dragged, as well as
areas where animals have died,
should be treated in the same
manner.
(3) Wearing of boots and galoshes by farmers when in these
areas. A pan of the lye solution
should be placed so that the
farmer can step into it when he
leaves the area, and
(4) Spraying of all buildings
and-animals and the destruction
of all fly breeding places. The
horse fly, one of the chief spreaders, is especially hard to destroy.
The slave trade began in 1503,
when the Portugese landed the
first shipment of Negroes at Santo Domingo.
Ten of the 59 judges who signed the death warrant of Charles I
were executed at the Restoration
in 1660.

ATOM' TROUBLES CITED
Singapore — (AP) — Flax
growing 100 miles from an American atom bomb test became radioactive after the explosion, R. A.
F. officers at Changi airport
near here were told.
Donald Portway, master of St.
Catherine's college, Cambridge
University, lecturing to the men,
said the flax was used to make
paper in which films were packed.
The atom radiations resulted in
an "X-ray" effect which completely spoiled the films.
The test explosion in New Mexico, he said, turned the sands of
the desert for miles around into
a green, glass-like suhstance.

Souvenir necklaces were made
from this substance. He said the
wearers became unaccountably ill
and the trouble was finally traced to radioactivity in the "glass".
Portway asserted he thought
that Soviet Russia lagged well behind the Allied powers in her
atomic research and development.
The attorney general was not
a member of the President's cabinet until 1814.
The Military Academy at West
Point had only 10 cadets when it
was opened, July 4, 1802.
Pasture plants store food in
their roots and crowns.

• Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency, remember
we write Insurance of nearly every description, including
hospitalization and life. Fire, tornado, and windstorm on your
property, also Public liability and property damage on your
automobiles. Hail Insurance on growing crops. Educational
policies for your children, which provides funds to send your
children to college at the time they graduate from High
School.

For Further Information, call 2441 — Princeton Offici.

For winter reading comfort
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While you're relaxing. by reading, your eyes are working. Poor light makes them tire easily and quicker. Light
condition your favorite chair with the recipe above. You'll
find reading becomes easier, less tiring, more fun.
There's no annoying glare from under the shade, no
more half-lighted pages. The room around you will be
softly lighted, saving you from annoying eye "shock"
that occurs when you look up from a lighted page into
a dark room.
And at the low cost of electricity today, a penny's worth
of light will go a long way toward preserving your eyesight.
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WASHED COAL
AVOID THE RUSH
GIVE YOUR TRUCKER A BREAK
No Delay Now In Loading
$5.50 ton
Egg Coal --- Washed
$5.90 ton
Stoker Coal --- Washed -- -Oiled
WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
East Diamond Mine

Madisonville, Kentucky

Highway 85

Phone 1844
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